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Kalamazoo president visits BG
University seeks vice president
Jay Young
The BC News
The search for a vice president
for Academic Affairs continued
Tuesday with a visit from Kalamazoo College President
Lawrence Bryan.
Bryan met with members of
the University community
throughout the day and gave a
public presentation during the
afternoon in the Business Administration building.
When addressing the directions that institutions like the
University need to take In the
near future, Bryan said attention
needs to be given to improving
current programs and the student experience.
'•The fact is, that whether at a
graduate or undergaduate level,
our students are our clients, they
are our products and they are the
evidence of the effectivness of
our efforts," Bryan said. "It
seems to me we have to focus on
students."
Bryan has been president at
Kalamazoo since 1990. Previous
to his current job, he served as
Hldckl Kotuyuhl/Tki BG Niwi vice president and dean of the
College of Philosophy and ReligLawrence Bryan speaks to the University community In the Business Administration Building Tuesday
ion at Franklin College in Inafternoon. Bryan, currently the president of Kalamazoo College, is applying to be the University's Vice
diana. Bryan worked as dean of
President for Academic Affairs.

Thurstin
opening
enjoyed
Amy Johnson
The BC News

Yes, it is true. Thurstin
Avenue Is opened and ready
to take the wear and tear of
traffic.
According to Bill Blalr,
public works director, he's
glad it is over and the street
Is finally opened.
"We have waited a very
long time for the opening
and now it's time to go to a
new project," Blair said.
Blalr said he was frustrated because the city had
no control over the project.
"Every time I went
somewhere on the weekend
I was constantly being approached at stores and restaurants from people asking me when Thurstin
would be opened," he said.
Thurstin Avenue was
closed June 1 and was to be
completed Sept. 29. The
project was completed on
Dec. 8.
Several residents who
had been affected by the
closing of Thurstin Avenue
said they are really glad the
street Is ready for traffic.
"I love it because it is
more accessible," said
Krlsti Taylor, a sophomore
telecommunications major
living In Frazee Avenue
apartments. "Traffic Is leas
hectic and It's so much easier and safer around here
now that's it's opened."
Junior art education
major Amy Sherry said she
Is also enjoying the opporSee THURSTIN, page fix.

the College of Religious Studies,
assistant vice president for Academe Affairs and assistant
professor at McKendree College
in Lebanon, 111. from 1973-79.
Bryan told the audience his
scholarly activity has been limited recently.
"I have been actively a fulltime administrator for the last 18
and a half years," Bryan said.
After the presentation, Bryan
said taking the University position would be a good change for
him.
"It would be an opportunity to
shift into a different arena of
higher education," Bryan said.
"An arena where I don't have a
lot of direct experience, but a lot
of experience, I think, is transferable."
Bryan's administrative work
has been done at private institutions. He said his background
would help him as a University
vice president.
"I think any institution needs a
fresh look from the outside on
how it does things. I can provide
that," Bryan said. "One of the
facts of independent colleges has
been a strong sense of community, and I think I could assist in
building that sense of community
within the students here."

Bryan did his undergraduate
work in philosophy at Musklngum College. He earned his
doctorate in historical and systematic theology from Northwestern in 1973.
The University is searching for
a successor to Eloise Clark, who
announced in August her intention to step down from the position she has been in since 1983.
Milt Hakel, search committee
chairman, said he is pleased with
the process.
"I think we're doing a great job
so far," Hakel said.
Hackel said after all four of the
finalists have visited the committee will make a final recommendation to the President Sidney Ribeau.
"We will compile it and try to
get systematic input from all of
the sectors of the University,"
Hakel said.
The next candidate to visit will
be Jane Winer, dean of the college of Arts and Sciences and
professor of psychology at Texas
Tech University in Lubbock.
Winer will give a public presentation today at 1:30 p.m. in 115
Education Building.
Students can meet with Winer
at 8:30 in the Library Conference
room.

University's minority Group to fend
status below average animal rights
Andrea Wood
The BC News
The University has one of the
worst records among Ohio universities when it comes to reflecting the world In which students will emerge, according to
Jack Taylor, assistant vice
president for Multicultural Affairs. The University has programs to help improve that record.
"The only school lower than us
would probably be Shawnee
State, and then Miami, and then
us," Taylor said. "We would have
to more than double our present
minority population to bring it up
to state average."
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There are also recruitment
efforts at the undergraduate
level, and the University's Affirmative Action program, directed by Marshall Rose, is designed to increase the number of
underrepresented groups on the
University payroll.
'series
"The recognition is that you
have to take affirmative actions
in order to achieve equal opportunity," Rose said.
Taylor said many students in
The University has programs,
such as Project Search, which the ethnic studies classes he inhave been in effect for several structs are critical of programs
years in an effort to increase mi- designed to seek out and recruit
nority populations, and to im- minorities, especially Affirmaprove the experience of minority tive Action. A survey conducted
this semester in Taylor's introstudents already enrolled.
"Project Search Is designed to ductory ethnic studies classes
identify, recruit, admit, help revealed that 64 percent of stufund, retain, graduate and place dents wanted to discontinue Afmulti-ethnic students in the firmative Action. Taylor added
Graduate College of BGSU," the students' concerns mirror
program director Lisa Chavers the feelings of the nation as a
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whole.
"There's a myth of Affirmative Action," Taylor said. "The
myth is as a result of Affirmative Action In the recruitment of
minority students, white students believe they are being dlsadvantaged. That Is absolutely
false."
All those Involved In Increasing the University's minority
population said there are benefits.
"We think those people are
worth the extra effort because of
what they bring to the campus,"
Taylor said. "It brings a
different perspective Into the
classroom."
"Ninety-three point four percent of the graduate college Is
Caucasian. That's not diversity,
that's homogeny," Chavers said.
"Growth comes with diversity.
All who give themselves to that
benefit"

Environmentally active students basically agree that using animals for product testing is wrong. Others aren't so
sure.
The debate has continued
since People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals has attempted to start a national referendum to stop companies
from testing on animals.
Clnda Davis of the Environmental Action Group on
campus said although the
group Is not directly Involved
with the PETA campaign,
most members support and
hold the same views as PETA.
Marcy Wahba, member of
the Student Environmental
Action Coalition, said SEAC
does not have a set standard as
to a group agreement about
animal testing either, but
many members believe that it
is wrong.
She said the members also
agree that even though they
are not active with PETA,
most members share the same
feelings on the topic.
"Personally, I also think that
It is wrong," Wahba said. "I
try not to buy products that
test on animals."
Candace Nichols, a freshman business administration
major, said she believes the
debate on animal testing Is a
complicated one, an Issue that
needs to be solved.
"I am against this... it is not
right," Nichols said. "But on
the other hand It might save
my kid's life someday."

PETA is petitioning to stop
the tests on animals, using
safer alternatives In their
place. The group suggests using sophisticated computer
assays, simulated tissues and
body fluids, live cell cultures,
mass spectrometry and gas
chromatography.
"There's gotta be some
other solution," Nichols said.
"They should find an alternative."

"I am against
this...it is not
right. But on the
other hand it
might save my
kids life
someday."
Candace Nichols
Freshman

According to PETA, more
than 5 million animals are subjected each year to test new
products. One of the most
common tests is the Dralze
test. Rabbits are immobilized
in wooden stocks and then
subjected to drugs, nail polish
remover, hair spray or shampoo in their eyes. The results
of the tests are corneal ulcers,
hemorrhaging and blindness.
Another test Is termed the
Lethal Dose SO test This test
injects gallons of floor wax
t TESTING, page fix.
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Ashley residents
need study time
The housing crisis at the University is stepping on
the toes of Ashley residents.
Although the residents knew they would have to move
out for the spring semester, it seems as though there was
a miscommunication along the line somewhere.
Residents seem to believe they were orginally told
they could live where they wanted and with their current
roommates.
Now they have been informed if they want to live with
their current roommates they can't choose Rodgers or
Kohl halls.
Obviously, current roommates aren't going to be able
to live together in Rodgers or Kohl halls because they
are the most popular residence halls on campus.
The News questions why Ashley residents were told
this was possible when University housing officials had
to know it wasn't.
The residents are being asked to move out during finals week or when they first get back. The University is
kindly offeringcboxes, University vans and trucks and
student workers as movers to help residents move.
Are finals week and the first week of classes not important?
Why should the residents have to pack up during finals
week, and why are students being asked to work during
finals week?
Shouldn't students be more concerned about attending
classes the first week back than moving out of a residence hall?
Shouldn't these students be focusing on academics?
Students also have to pay extra if they move into a residence hall that costs more.
- But what if they didn't choose to live in Founders or
: Offenhauer but still end up there for lack of space in
: other residence halls? Why should they have to pay extra
to live in a place they didn't select?
And housing officials said they will meet with the res: idents whose requests are not filled.
What will happen to these people? Can they movre off
campus? Will they not have a place to stay?
The News is not against renovating residence halls,
and does not doubt that Ashley needs work.
However, maybe a little more pre-planning should
have been thought of so academics wouldn't have to suffer.
Maybe it would be better to start renovating Ashley in
the fall.
' At least then students would not have to worry about
moving in, out and about. Instead they could focus on
what we're all supposed to be here for - academics.
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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University needs focus
This week Kim and Dan have
decided that instead of writing
some political "socialist/peacenik" column we would
write about some of the things at
Bowling Green State University,
In Funky Town, and in the whole
entire world that really kind of
bug us. Okay, maybe we just did
' not do the research and take the
time to write something really
worthwhile and got stuck with
nothing to write about
To start with, why does a
school of close to 18,000 students
have a library that closes? Does
the school bureaucracy really
think that the students do not
want to do research after 11 o'clock on Sundays? Personally we
do not like going to an overcrowded library to wait in line for a
computer for IS minutes, then
fight for a copying machine and a
decent place to sit. We know of
other universities and colleges
that have libraries that stay open
all night or a least till the early
hours of the morning.
Along these same lines, why do
the vast majority of the computer labs close? We already have an
obvious problem with overcrowding in the labs. Maybe it
would help if a few of us could go
at later times. Maybe the answer
is just getting some new computers, and not turning down amazing deals with major computer
industries.
Why does BGSU spend millions
of dollars to build new buildings
(the Taj Mah Paul) and not on
improving the ones we already
have? In several of the older

building the heaters are blowing
out cold air and roaches. That's
right, roaches. Its really sort of
amusing to watch a little bug go
flying out of the register. It really takes the edge off that boring
class you may be In.

dents looking to use the library
either have to pay the parking
charge or park somewhere else?
Another school policy which is
very confusing, is why the school
gets a monopoly on long distance
phone calls? It seems that if you
want to dial long distance from
an on-campus phone you must
have a BG calling card. You cannot use a calling card from any
other indepedent company.
On the good side of things happening in Funky Town, is the
effort to make this a safer place
to live. Of course, it only took 13
rapes to get any action, but hey -

"We have to thank
the school for one
thing: the new
building signs. We
really needed new
places to hang flyers
[not on the trees,
thank you] and chain
our bikes. Good thing
we didn't spend that
money on new bike
racks or bulletin
boards."

How about the parking situation? This is a topic that has been
discussed for as long as we have
been here, but nothing ever gets
done about it. Maybe Instead of
trying to decide where to build a
new lot the school should seriously look at building a parking garage. It would save space, could
be built fairly close to campus
and would help keep us from becoming a "concrete campus."
Also previously debated is why
do non-students get to park in the
lot next to the library during
it's happening. Why didn't this
Memorial Hall events and stu- effort take place several years

ago? Maybe we could have prevented some of these rapes. Also,
isn't there as much public outcry
over the enormous amount of
rapes this year as there was two
years ago when we had had three
rapes?
What happened to the stamp
machine in the Union?
Why do people buy 12-inch
meat lovers' pizzas and diet
soda?
Will people ever learn that at
the crosswalk in the middle of
Thurstln Avenue cars have to
stop? Pedestrians have the right
of way. Even the local police
seem to forget this.
We have a very good minority
paper called the Obsidian. Pick
one up sometime and read it maybe you'll learn something.
Why do we have so many great
local bands, but nowhere for
them to play? Congratulations to
Howard's who has finally decided to let some local bands play
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Go
out and support the local music
scene.
We have one of the best recycling programs in the nation quit throwing empty cans in the
trash and recycle them. There
are can recycling stations In
every building.
We have to thank the school for
one thing: the new building signs.
We really needed new places to
hang flyers (not on the trees,
thank you) and chain our bikes.
Good thing we didn't spend that
money on new bike racks or bulletin boards.
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Businesses abuse power
Never let it be said that such
| piffling trifles as human rights
I should stand in the way of big
business. This, at least, seems to
be the message that Shell is prepared to broadcast to the world
over its decision to continue inI vesting heavily in Nigeria despite that country's recent atrocious record on the treatment of
its citizenry.
The execution of the Nigerian
writer and environmental activist Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight
others after court hearings
which were, by any standard,
deeply flawed and without any
right of appeal or even the time
to marshal opposition, is a flagrant abuse of state power.
International reaction has
been, as usual, less than forthright. What appears to be decisive action is little more than
windy rhetoric: the Commonwealth has suspended Nigeria
but only for two years, many
countries have half-heartedly
tut tutted - even President Mandella failed to support the idea of
sanctions apparently out of a
misplaced loyalty to a country
which, under a previous government, had support the fight
against the Apartheid regime in
South Africa.
But whilst governments are, in
many ways, limited in thelr
power to react, business has the
power to make displeasure very
keenly felt. However, Shell has
cocked a snook at the moral and
ethical questions and intends to
plough on with Its $3.8 billion
Nigerian gas/oil project They
argue that it is not the government that would suffer If they
withdrew but the people of
Nigeria who would lose the employment and income which this

investment represents.
This pusillanimous argument
is almost entirely fallacious;
most of the country's oil revenues (and that is 90 percent of its
foreign earnings) never come
near the bulk of the populace. It
is the businessmen and, by association, the politicians who would
in fact suffer. And even if that
were not the case it would still
behove Shell to withdraw from
the project.
The same can be said of in

vestment into any country whose
leaders are acting illegally, subjugating their people, and executing without trial or with what
barely passes for one. It Is always the people who will ultimately suffer from the imposition of sanctions, and it is a difficult decision to take. But will
they not suffer even more under
a government which seems to
have scant regard for their rights
and even less for the opinion of
other nations?
Shell's case is not helped by the
fact that it was against the oil
companies that Saro-Wiwa was
principally protesting. He maintained that their activities were
effectively resulting in the genocide of his people, the Ogoni, and
he held them and the military regime in Lagos directly responsible for this. Most Nigerians do
not appear to believe that Saro-

Wiwa was responsible for the
deaths of which he was accused
and the evidence as presented
was feeble in the extreme. He
may well have helped create the
climate in which the deaths were
seen as a legitimate political act
(see last week's article of the
death of Yitzhak Rabin) but his
execution was little more than an

"Never let it be said
that such piffling
trifles as human
rights should stand in
the way of big
business.

excuse for the Nigerian government to dispose of a major thorn
in its side.
Saro-Wiwa maintained, along
with the writer Chinua Achebe,
that there is nothing wrong with
Nigerians, only with their
leaders: like so many other nations, the people have grown so
used to a corrupt regime that
they barely even notice it
After the abortive election a
few years ago the ostensible
winner, Chief Abiola, was forced
Into exile (although there are
those who argue that he fled too
easily) and the former military
leader, Babangida, made way for
his number two. General Abacha.
Now apparently drunk on
power Abacha seems to believe,
as do so many despots, that he
can do just what he damn well
pleases and the world will ring its
hands, wag fingers, make threats

and do nothing. After all, business is business and Interfering
In the free flow of commerce is
just not acceptable. The stories
of how companies have profited
from their exploitation of nations
and peoples are legion as are
their attempts to circumvent
sanctions when they are put In
place. This is not a reason for not
trying.
There may not be much that
can be done, in practice, to remove a corrupt government, and
gunboat diplomacy is not an acceptable alternative.' Nonetheless the mealy-mouthed nothings
which have been half-heartedly
chucked at Nigeria are simply
going to leave the powers that be
there with the impression that
they can act with impunity regardless of the international
community.
Shell is in a position to send a
loud and clear message to the
Nigerian government that kangaroo courts will not be tolerated. It would be nice to think
that a company whose logo was
recently ranked as one of the
most readily identifiable symbols In the world (after the
McDonald's "M" and In front of
the Christian cross) would feel
that It has a duty to set an example. Nice, but hopelessly naive.
However much companies may
like to produce adverts portraying themselves as cuddly, Ioveable, caring big brothers out to
look after the welfare of their
customers, they are, at bottom,
interested in the amount of
money they can make, and
Nigeria is a lucrative prospect
for one such as Shell. In the end a
few rights abused are Just not
enough of an argument.
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Don't look down

Pope speaks for children

See the magic
"Winter Magic "SIS," the
annual crafts fair sponsored by the University Activities Organization, will
take place in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom of the University Union. Various artists will be selling their
work from 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
through Dec. 14.

Movie Thursday
Joan Crawford and Belte
Davis star in "Whatever
Happened to Baby Jane?"
Thursday night at Gish
Theater. The 1962 film garnered a best actress nomination to Bette Davis.
The film begins at 9 p.m.
Admission is free.

Advertising film festival comes to
Toledo
Cannes is coming to
Toledo.
On Wednesday, Dec. 20,
The Advertising Club of
Toledo is proud to present
the award-winning television commercials from the
199S Cannes International
Advertising Film Festival.
This is arguably the most
respected judging of television commercials in the
world, and its presentation
in Toledo promises to be entertaining and enlightening.
Not only will this be your
chance to see the best work
produced throughout all
areas of the United States,
but also the best in international advertising.

VATICAN CITY - In honor of
all the children of the world who
are forced to fight wars or prostitute themselves, who must beg
for money or even their parents'
affection, Pope John Paul II will
dedicate 1996.
The Vatican on Tuesday
released the pope's written message for New Year's Day, which
the Roman Catholic Church
marks as World Peace Day.
"Let us give children a future
of peace! This is the confident
appeal which I make to men and
women of good will, and I Invite
everyone to help children to grow
up in an environment of authentic
peace. This Is their right, and It Is
our duty," the pope wrote.
French Cardinal Roger Etchegaray, head of the Vatican's
commission on peace and justice,
said the pope "wants to gather
into his arms all the children who
suffer and all the healthy and
happy children."
-The cardinal said papal envoys
would deliver the message to
world leaders.
Chris Schmick uses an Ice ax to help him approach the top of a
65-foot silo covered with a man made stream of Ice In Blooming-

Rabin assasination
videotaped

TEL AVIV, Israel - In a development that may shed light on
security breaches that permitted
the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, government officials disclosed Tuesday that they have a
videotape of the killing.
Justice Ministry spokeswoman
Etty Eshed told The Associated
Press that about a month ago the
tape was given to a commission
investigating the assassination.
She said the government would
turn over the tape to police, but
did not say when.
Eshed said the tape was made
by a man who stood among hundreds of Rabin supporters on the
roof of a shopping center overlooking the parking lot where the

Breakthrough, humourous, exciting, sexy, powerful, clever, moving...you
will see it all from Cannes.
The Cannes presentation,
sponsored by WTOL-TV, is
one of the most popular on
the Ad Club calendar. Join
us to wish fellow Ad Clubbers the best for 1996, and
enjoy this film!
Reservations are $14 for
ACT members and $20.00
for guests. For reservations
and more information contact Debbie Whipple at
(419) 382-4399.

premier was murdered as he
walked to his car following a
peace rally.
Eshed would not identify the
cameraman or say why the tape's
existence was kept secret.
Israel's Channel 2 said the footage clearly showed the assassination. But a high-ranking security
official, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, said it just missed
the shooting itself.
The only images of the Nov. 4
assassination made public so far
are still photographs taken just
after the shooting.

Ebola virus investigated

Ebola virus in Liberia are investigating reports of deaths in a
second location, a World Health
Organization spokesman said
Tuesday.
The five-member team returned Tuesday to the Liber ian
village of Plibo, home of a man
diagnosed with Ebola last week.

They then went to River Bay, a
town about 60 miles to the north,
to check reports that 10 to 15
people had died of Ebola-like
symptoms - diarrhea, fever and
massive hemorrhaging, said
WHO spokesman Richard Leclalr.
During a visit to Plibo on Sun-

LAA

GENEVA - Experts trying to
contain an outbreak of the deadly
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SMART SHOT DELUXE

Bring all your used books to:

the University Bookstore
Dec 11 -14
8:00-6:00
Dec 15
8:00-5:00
Dec 16
9:00-5:00
Dec 18-21
8:00-6:00
Dec 22
8:00-5:00

Special Kit $49.95
•Focus-free lens
•Drop-in film loading
•Auto film advance
•Motorized rewind
•Built-in flash

Bowling Green's ONLY full line
Photo Store Featuring:

the University Union
Dec 18-21
Dec 22

1 hour film processing • cameras • film • frames

WE CARRY CAMCORDER BATIERIES!
Double Your Prints Free! i
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Offer good at the time of delivery on
standard 31/2" size prims from 110, Disc, I
126, or 35mm (c-41 process), 12.15,24
or 36 exposures rolls. This offer not Valid |
with any other special. Limit One Roll
Par Coupon
I
exp 12/15/95
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9:00-4:00
9:00-3:00

TEXTS WITH NO VALUE WILL BE DONATED TO THE BOOKS ABROAD PROGRAM FOR USE IN OTHER
COUNTRIES. WE BUY MOST TITLES HAVING NATIONAL RESALE VALUE - HARDCOVER OR PAPERBACK

$3, $2, $1 Off
on Film Devloping

SSE

...your used books and your money.

...your books for cash and help meet
the demand for them next term.

353-4244

157 N. Main St.
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L

day, the team found four more
suspected cases of the disease in
the stricken man's home. Jaster
Chea, 25, has been hospitalized
across the border in Gozon, Ivory •
Coast.
\

NATIONAL Weather
The AccuWearher" forecast tor noon, Wednesday, Dec. 13.
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The Future of Higher

The future is not University history
Jay Young
The BG News

A recent victim of state
cutbacks was the University History Department.
The subsidy for the
department's doctorate program
was killed by the state.
History Chairman Donald
Nieman said the Ohio Board of
Regents, which advises the
state on higher education matters, made a poor decision.
"I think if 8 unwise and unfortunate,' Nieman said. "I certainly hope it is not a trend. I
hope a lot of the feedback the
Board of Regents is getting is
going to cause the Board to
think twice before it behaves in
this reckless fashion again."
Regent Tom Noe, a former
University trustee, said the
Board is acting in the best interest of the entire state.
"I think all the Board of Regents are trying to do right now
is make the colleges and Universities accountable for the
programs they put out," Noe
said.
Nieman said a very good
program is being cut.
"The University and the
state have invested a considerable amount of money in building this department," Nieman
said. "It seems utterly bizarre to
me that the state would want to
pull out their support at a time
when this investment is starting
to payoff in big ways."
Eloise Clark, vice president for Academic Affairs, said
a decision has not been made
whether the University will use
its own funds to makeup for the
lost subsidy.
Clark said the decision to
cut the subsidy will have longterm consequences.
"In my view, it is shortsighted and wrong-headed,"
Clark said.
Nieman said he does not
believe the Regents are qualified to make such a move.
"One of the things that I
find very unfortunate is the Regents staff is not really in touch
with what really happen on campus and in the classrooms,"
Nieman said. "I don't think they
really have the feel that allows
them to appreciate what really
happen on our campuses."

I

State supplied subsidy per student
6. Maine

1. Alaska

<0
■^$6,614 I

9. Iowa

17. Illinois

$5,578

29. Arkanaaa

38. Indiana

43. Ohio

SO. Vermont

$4,495

Source: University Planning and Budgeting

State demands program accountability
Jay Young
The BG News
The future of higher education might come down to one
of the most basic principles of
life. As the state supplies less,
the public institutions demand
more from the students. Ohio
demands more from its students
than the majority of the country
does.
In 1994-95 the average
state provided a subsidy of
$4,662 per student. Ohio provided a subsidy of $3,644, which
is 78 percent of the nation's average or 43rd in the country.
President Sidney Ribeau
said the state needs to reconsider it's position on higher education.

The Ohio Board of Re"i would love to see us
have a discussion with the state gents advises the state on
higher educaabout
tion
issue.
higher
Former Unieducation
"I don't think there's
versity Trustee
and how
anybody In Ohio that
Tom Noe is a
we can
thlnka that we fund higher member of the
come toBoard of Regether to
education enough."
gents. He said
get subsithere is no
dies InRegent Tom NOB
way the recreased,
gents
can
•o
we
would not have to pass this on please everyone.
"I don't think there is anyto the students," Ribeau said. "If
we don't do something about It body in Ohio that thinks that we
and costs continue to escalate fund higher education enough,"
and escalate, we're going to re- Noe said. 'I'm sure if we funded
strict access to students be- higher education at a higher
cause we're going to price some level we would have major problems and higher taxes."
students out of the market."

Ribeau said the economic
position of the state is not reflected in higher education.
"Right now there is a billion dollar surplus in the state of
Ohio," Ribeau said. "A billion
dollar surplus in the state, but
it's not going to higher education to defray the cost."
Noe said the state institutions shouldn't expect a subsidy
growth in the future.
"I certainly don't see that
amount of money growing by
any proportion in the future,"
Noe said. 'If there's a billion
dollars that are laying around
the state, does that mean that
marginal programs should be
continued. I think the answer is
no."

Grading the University grading system
Jay Young
The BQ News
It's a question asked everyday in classes at every university. "Is this going to be on
the test?" Other students are
more blunt. "Do I need to know
this?" Though it is the approach
that will get students through the
system, it is a system that some
are re-evaluating.
For a student, report card
time is a moment when hard
work is supposed to be rewarded and the lack of effort is
punished. University President
Sidney Ribeau said it is an approach that needs to be reviewed.
"Students, in my view,
should be going to class to
learn," Ribeau said. "The grade
should be an outcome of learning, but I think the emphasis is
on the wrong thing."

Ribeau said he not only learning. However, some people
feels that way as an administra- learn but aren't necessarily able
tor today, but approached his to utilize that learning to get
graduate work that way as a stu- good grades in a class."
Mackinnon-Slaney also
dent.
"It took me awhile to get said a student should attend
to this point. In graduate school class to learn.
I didn't even open my grade re"Primarily, they should go
ports when the mailed them to to learn, but it is clear that
me," Ribeau said. "I was so fo- grades make a difference in the
cused on learning that I didn't 1990's," Mackinnon-Slaney
really care."
said. "The student would be
Faculty Senate Chair- unwise to not be aware of that."
University faculty and adwoman Fiona MackinnonSlaney is a higher education ministrators recently visited
professor. She said she is Alvemo College in Milwaukee,
troubled by the focus on grades. a private women's school of
"There's a real problem about 2,400 that uses an abilwith grades. There's a differ- ity-based learning program inence between learner and a stu- stead of a comparative grading
dent from my perspective," scale.
Elizabeth Rute is a second
Macklnnon-Slaney said. "Students are really good at looking semester Alverno student. Rute
at a syllabus and fulfilling those said she is more able to learn
requirements, and they will be under the ability based system.

'In high school, I wasn't
able to learn in that situation
very well," Rute said. "It's made
it a lot easier for me to leam
without competing with someone to get an A or getting really
upset if I got a B."
Sandii Shelby, a first semester Alverno student, said
she enjoys the grade-free system.
"I love it here," Shelby
said. "It takes off so much
stress. I'm not worried about the
GPA, or that someone is going
to be better than me."
Ribeau said he would be
open to removing the gradebased system at the University.
"If it was something the
faculty was comfortable with
and something the students
were comfortable with, I would
be willing to consider it," Ribeau
said.

•

Education
Every dream has
its requirements
Jay Young
The BG News
Many students come to
the University with dreams of excolling in the field of their Interest Many students attend college classes that have little or
nothing to do with their specific
field. This leads to a question of,
■Why do I have to take this?'
Eloise Clark, vice president for Academic Affairs, said
a college education Is more than
preparation for one's first job.
"College Is not training for
your first Job per se,* Clark said.
'It may well result in that, but it's
really giving you an experience
that hopefully will last a lifetime.'
President Sidney Rlbeau
said he asked that question
many times as a student.
'In my Job today I wish I
would have paid more attention
in a lot of those classes, because I'm called upon to engage
in discussion with people about
photo chemical sciences and
things I learned in those
classes,' Ribeau said.
The University president
said it is important for students
to understand that a university
is more than a training ground
for the workplace.

'Its a place where you become an educated person who
happens to be trained in a career or profession,* Ribeau said.
'I think the first thing you need
to do is help students understand what It means to be an
educated person. It's one thing
to have career training, but a
university is more than Just career training.'
Ribeau said students are
not given enough reasoning
when it comes to the classes
that they are forced to take as
requirements.
■I think we don't do a good
Job as academics in explaining
that,' R ibeau said. "Wo don't answer the why question.*
Clark said one of the reasons why is because many requirements can be found in any
career field.
'I basically believe that a
good college liberal arts background underpins almost any
profession,' Clark said. 'I frankly
believe that one of the problems
with our system overall is the
move toward excessive specialization at the undergraduate
level. I really think a broader
background is a better course
of action.*

Costs increase, but 'what's the alternative?'
Jay Young
The BQ News
The cost of room and
board will increase eight percent
next fall at the University. If history is any indication, instructional fees will increase by at
least four percent. When does
the rising cost diminish the value
of an education?
Faculty Senate Chairwoman Fiona MackinnonSlaney said higher education is
still a good investment.
■Education is still a good
value because given the economic climate in this country, the
basis of lifelong learning is
learning how to learn,'
Macklnnon-Slaney said. To
protect ones employability every
single person must continue to
learn.'
JoAnn Kroll, University
Career Planning and Placement
Services director, said a coNege
education Is a good option.

■Absolutely, because
'As people look to prowhat's the alternative?' Kroll mote folks, they will look to what
said. 'It used to be you could kind of educational background
graduate
this perfrom high
son has,'
school, go
Kroll
"I
think
to
approach
to work for
said. 'I
work without a college
the factory
think to
and earn
degree, It can be
approach
work
$10 per
limiting."
without a
hour.
Those Jobs
college
JoRnn Kroll,
degree. It
are gone.'
Career Planning director
can be
She
limiting.'
said college might not fit everyone's
Eloise Clark, vice presineeds, though.
dent for Academic Affairs, said
"I think it kind of depends students need to take advanon what you want to do," KroH tage of opportunities In and out
said. There are perfectly fine of the classroom to make the
Jobs for people without college best of their investment.
■What you hope is that the
degrees, but they tend to be
classroom gets you started and
more vocational in skin."
Kroll said those who go that you then are motivated to
Into the work force without a col- continue to read in the area,'
lege education might be limiting Clark said. 'Students miss a big
opportunity. ThaiisaMme In your
themselves in the long run.

life when your primary responsibility is to learn.Kroll said students greatly
increase their chances at a good
Job if they acquire outside experiences in their chosen profession.
"Increasingly, employers
are looking for experience in the
field, working in teams, computer experience and leadership
skills," Kroll said. 'Employers
don't hire degrees, they hire
people. Think of yourself as a
portfolio of skills and knowledge.
Balance is important'
Krol said it knot enough
for a student to excel in the
classroom and than expect to
land a Job In their field. She said
a strakjht-A student Is not always the beet employee.
This parson may not be
perceived as an ideal of a candidate as the person who has
average academic sk*, proven
oxpenonca or msomwfmp MOM.
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POLICE

Crime victims Toledo mayor
helped in court defends right
to sell condo

set Klotz apart from the other
candidates.
"She's got an emphasis in crimThe Wood County Prosecutor's inal psychology, she's from this
office has appointed a victim co- area and was familiar with a lot
ordinator to help the county's of the programs we run," he said.
felony crime victims navigate
Klotz's salary will be paid with
their way through the legal process.
the $21,541.68 In grant funds obAudra Klotz, a Wood County tained through the Ohio Crime
native, was appointed last week Victim Assistance Program.
as the victim coordinator by Grant funds for the victim coorWood County prosecuting attor- dinator position were given on a
one-year trial basis and must be
ney Alan R. Mayberry.
The victim coordinator posi- renewed at the end of the first
tion was created by the pros- year, Mayberry said.
ecutor's office as a service to victims of felony crime. The victim
Klotz said she had Just recoordinator will be responsible turned from a summer Internfor providing crime victims with ship in Cleveland when she saw
information about the court the coordinator position adversystem and updating them on the tised in the Sentinel-Tribune.
progress of their court cases.
Mayberry said Klotz, who
"I had just moved back into the
holds a dual degree In psycholo- area," Klotz said. "At the time, I
gy and sociology, was selected was working in a doctor's office.
because of her experience in I was interested, so I went and
criminology-related fields as applied for the job."
well as her educational background.
According to Klotz, the posi"We had around 100 applica- tion has already proved to be
tions turned in for the position," challenging.
Mayberry said. "Audra had the
right combination of qualifica"The position has just been
tions and experience that we created, so I walked into an ofwere looking for."
fice full of paper and I've had to
Klotz has experience in the develop all the material. I've
fields of education and criminal already got six or seven cases to
justice, attributes Mayberry said work on," she said.
Jim Barker
The BC News

!41

TOLEDO -- The mayor
said Tuesday that the Ohio
Ethics Commission has
questioned him about the
sale of his condominium,
which helped pave the way
for the construction of
Owens-Coming's new corporate headquarters.
But Mayor Carty Flnkbeiner said the commission
will find no evidence of any
wrongdoing.
"When this is all done, I
would be very surprised if
they found that I did anything wrong," Finkbelner
said.
The mayor owned one of
15 luxury condominiums on
the Middlegrounds, a secluded downtown plot encompassed by the Maumee
River.
Owens-Corning, which
employs 1,200 people downtown, announced in 1993 it
wanted to move to the
Middlegrounds, less than a
mile from its headquarters
at Flberglas Tower. It said
it would move to the suburbs if the city did not buy
the property and move the
condominiums.
The city bought the condominiums last year for $4
million to make way for
Owens-Coming's $100 million headquarters, now
under construction.
Finkbelner bought his
condominium for $59,740 at
a July 1992 auction. The

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
is now accepting
applications and deposits
for

Spring Semester 1996
and Fall 1996-1997!
Featuring
• Campus Shuttle

• 3 Great Locations

„Best

Heat Included

Western

CALL 352-9135

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

°Pera,cd

(located across
from Harshman

■ **%

aft ■■ Pern'8hif°ra

$29.95

'
- W SM room (plus lax)
Early Check-in and Late Check-out time • Continental Breakfast
Coffee available 24 hours • Also executive rooms $39.95
Limited number of
Advance
r
rooms available at
352-4671
oservations
this rate.
required.
■
Coupon Must Be Presented At Check In

Announces
Apartments for Fall '96

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!!
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•Columbia Court
•Field Manor
•East Merry
»Frazee Avenue
•Ridge Manor
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CRAFTING!
CHRISTMAS
MODEL SALE

5 FREE with this ad and a
Sample)
e $5 mlnimun purchase: Over(Finished
400 to choose from
a 3 Inch Honey Comb
Fantastic Selection
I Christmas
Tree Candle
50% and more OFF
Exp. 12/24/95

! Stye 3toncij Knot
!

200 S. Main St., Downtown B.G. Phone 352-3148

■ An East Even Street resident told police Sunday that a
man was outside his home
screaming "I'm gonna kill you."
The resident reportedly told
police that he believes the man to
be a "druggy." Police talked to
the alleged screamer who said
"anything said was out of momentary anger."

felt like they weren't doing their
job."
tunity to use Thurstin Avenue
Blair said all of the residents
again.
on Thurstin Avenue were very
"It is a lot easier to get to cam- cooperative with the constant depus now and I dont have to leave lay of completion.
as early to get to where I'm going," said Sherry, who lives In a
"We had relatively few comColumbia Courts apartment. "It plaints from the residents," Blair
I was not necessary to take that said. "They were super during
[long to get the road finished. I the whole project."

M W

DAYS TILL

■ An employee of BG Balloons
reportedly called police to tell
them a man was "selling carpet
shampoos and he was very rude."

Continued from page one.
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■ Police responded to reports
of a fight in front of Mr. Spot's
Friday night. When they arrived,
however, the two alleged attackers reportedly told police they
were "just good friends, having a
good time and not thinking."
■ Police responded to a fight
behind Easystreet Cafe Friday
night between a man and a woman. According to the police report, the pair were "having a
lover's spat."
■ A Sixth Street woman called
police to ask for an animal trap
Friday morning. According to the
police report, the woman asked
"to borrow" a trap to attempt to
catch a cat In her neighborhood
who Is "very scared." An officer
showed the woman how to set it,
and explained she was "responsible for anything it catches."
■ A North Baltimore man told
police Sunday that a co-worker
had rammed into his car and said,
"If you call the police, we'll see
how long your scrawny ass
lives."

THURSTIN -

Sunday, December 10 - Thursday, December 14
Oecemberi:
Sunday,
17 - Thursday, December 21
lay, December
LMX>
^_ ^B-^B^k
independently owned

• 1 and 2 Full Baths

1

Former Toledo Mayor
Donna Owens said she believed "the mayor's buying
and selling of his condo and
making the profit that he
did will come back to haunt
him."
Finkbelner was
elected mayor in November
1993. He is up for reelection in November 1997.

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

• 1 and 2 B.R. Furn./Unfurn

GREENBRIAR, INC.

city last year paid Flnkbeiner $167,620 for his
property.
The mayor said he was
not involved in negotiations
to sell his property. The
city, in an effort to avoid
any conflict of Interest,
asked a Lucas County court
for permission to take
Finkbeiner's property in
exchange for the fair market value.
Finkbelner said he told
the commission "basic stuff
that I have told everybody,
told the city council people,
told everybody in Toledo,
Ohio, who has asked me."
Commission Director
David Freel did not return a
call seeking comment
Tuesday. The commission
in the past has declined to
comment on the case.
Several people in the
community have criticized
Finkbelner because he was
the chief negotiator in the
deal to move OwensCorning to the Middlegrounds. They claim Finkbeiner personally profited
in the deal.

The Associated Press

WinthroD Terrace Is Now AcceDtina ADDlications

■ A Clay Street man reported
to police last Wednesday that a
cow heart and a card had been
left on his vehicle According to
the police report, the card read:
"I promise 111 never do that
again, although I might come up
with some interesting variations.
Sorry." The man told police he
would dispose of the heart himself.
■ A Third Street man told
police Saturday that "he last saw
his thermos cup at 7 am." The
man reportedly said he "knows
someone took his cup." No signs
of forced entry were found at his
home.
■ A Clough Street resident
called police Thursday to alert
them to a "School Crossing" sign
in a neighbor's yard. Police on
the scene reportedly determined
that It is "supposed to be there,
as there is a crosswalk nearby."
■ A concerned motorist called
police Monday to tell them about
an "old, white van" traveling at
15 mph along I-7S. The motorist
reportedly told police the leisurely excursionist seemed "disoriented."
■ Police arrested four area residents Thursday for drug-related
charges. After responding to a
noise complaint on Colony Lane,
the officer reportedly smelled "a
very strong odor of marijuana."
The officer asked the residents if
they had any marijuana and, if
so, what they were smoking it
with. The officer reportedly
found drug paraphernalia, including several "dugouts," a box
of pipes and three bags of pot.

J

testing rights.
"I'm really sensitive," Nichols
and detergents Into the stom- said. "Maybe testing on the aniachs or under the skins of ani- mals before it goes on me is
mals, producing vomiting, diarr- good."
hea, respiratory distress, con vu lsions and paralysis The test conNichols said she believes the
tinues until half of the animals redundant testing is not always
have died.
necessary, yet sometimes it is
"I can understand medical needed for medical and other
research," said Tracy Boyarsky, concerns. She said she believes
a sophomore English major. "But other methods of testing could be
for cosmetics and unnecessary Just as effective and more ethical
stuff, it isn't needed."
than the animal testing.
PET A is supporting a boycott
of all products produced by Proc"Either way we don't seem to
tor and Gamble because of the benefit," Nichols said. "Some"Animal Testing Coalition" thing is lost both ways."
started by the company. The corBoyarsky said she believes reporation has planned a $17.5 mil- peated testing Is only more'
lion program to fight for animal harmful to research than helpful.
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* Best Values on Campus
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PHEASANT ROOM

SPAGHETTI
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plus
tax
Incl: Salad & Garlic
Bread
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BARNEY'S NORTH
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PRELIMINARY
SUMMER SCHEDULE 1996
The* schedule contain* a 1st of tentative offerings lor summer 1996

AuanaaM
206AdmSlBMB
972-2015
250
Graaiideee
ACCTAliaiaxasej
932 BoHraee Adm
972-2015
221
AM I Bus Concept. I
222
Acct I Bus Concepts ■
921
inter Flnan Acd I
922
Imsr Rnan Acs II
925
Acd fOr Non.Bus Stu
991
Cost Accounting
992
Inurmsd Mngri Acd
941
Intro Fad taxation
9tiO
Accl bitxmatton 8ys
451
Auditing I
ACS Asm Cut M
211 Moteley Hell
372-8886
250
Cull Pturalam In US
675
American IrWMouetiem
S52
Amsr Folk an) Ethnic AIM
7BS
FakJwotk Amar Cut
AERT Aemiechnigy
284 Tex* Bug
972-2439
OS)
FUgnt EvaUllon
PrN Pact Ground School
220
Prrv Plot Feght Inaruc
221
Basic Inatrml Fl Instnjc
281
252
Adv Inslrmnt Flight Inatr
921
Commercial Flight Inatr uc
Muiiangna Ground School
40)
Mullangine Fl Inst
407
FIT Instructor-Airplane
449
Fit Instructor-Instrument
445
Flight Inauuctr Mulliang
447
Faght ProScMney
4B2
AatiO almMnaaaa
210 Johnston W
372-2026
940
Compulara Apparel Daslgn
ART An
1000 Fine Ant Ad
372-2786
209
Flgura Drawing II
201
Sculpiural
289
Canvnlcal
277
PnramaMng I
306
intermediate Onnring
325
FlnaArtPhotograpnyl
361
Sculptura II
363
Ceramics II
371
Watarootor Pig I
372
Watsrcokx Fig II
979
0*Aoy«c Pip I
974
OWAoysc Pig I
977
PrtntmaUng II
390
Intro Computer Art
391
Computar An II
392
Apple ol Compular An
405
Advanced Drawing
415
AdvQaasworklng
461
Sculptura III

463

Ceramic* III

471
Wamcoior Pig IN
479
0«/Aoyllc Pig III
477
Prmtmtking III
490
Probama Computar Art
491
Ar» Computar An
60S
Drawing
60)
Advanced Study In Drawing
615
Glaaaworklng
616
Adv Study Ga.swon.ing
6)1
Sculptura
682
Adv Study m Sculplura
673
Paining
674
Advancad Study Painting
677
PrlnimaKIng
671
Adv Study PrlnimalOng
6*4
An Thar Math a Tech
AHTD Art Daalgn
1000FlnaAn»Ad
372-2766
411
Adv Graphic Daalgn
412
Packaging Promot Daalgn
413
Corporala Identity Daalgn
414
Sanlor Daalgn Samlnar
611
Daalgn
612
Advancad Study m Daalgn
ARTEArtEdue
lOOOFInaArtaAd
372-2786
349
Art For Elam Taacher
ARTHArtMstory
tOOOFmaArtaAd
372-278)
440
Modern Architecture
540
Modarn Archteclure
ARTT Art Therapy
tODOFlnaArtaAd
372-278)
431
Art Tharapy Studio Uainorj
AITR Aelronorry
104 Ovarman Hall
372-2421
201
Modarn Astronomy
212
Tha Solar Syatam
BA BuaAOm
371 Buamsaa Adm
972-2747
203
wr-tten Comm For Bua
Multinational Bu*
390
405
Bualnaaa Pelcy strategy
429
Haaflh Cara Inlarnap
429
Haann Cara Irasrnahlp
BKX Biology
217 US) SO BU
972-2332
101
Envaonmant Of Ula
104
Intro To Biology
Concaplaln Biology
204
205
Conoapta Hi Biology
919
Microbiology
991
Human Anat-Phya I
Human Anas-Phya N
332
General Genetic*
350
421
Advncd MkroWoUgy
476
Harpatoiogy
563
rlerpetology
580
Molecular Btxechnology
ThaalsRasaarcn
Gene Regulation
7)0
7W
Dissertation Haa
■USE Bua Edue
,242 0uHna*s Adm
972-2901
601
Foundations ol Bua Educ
602
Cumc Davsl In Bua Educ
609
Raaaarch In Bus Educ
CATE Canar 4Taa
219 Tech BWg
972-2497
657
Factaai Plan C*Tl
656
Technology Amcrlee
659
Tmg til Indua A Bua
Ml
Cumc Oaval m C6TE
Samlnar Caraar Tech
en
6*2
Comp Courseware Daatgn
Raaaarch Samlnar
Ml
Thesis Raaaarch
en

an

972-2517
South HI
Communlcal DaorOer*
22)
Caracal Mam Comm Daord
401
Practicum In GDIS
421
H COS* taarm Torts
471
0 agnostic* GDIS H
607
Aural Renabimetion
845
nmantiMalhods
67*
Took* In CLUS
6*2
PivcDcuni Sflcn-LaTaog
987
ThaHa Raaaarch
Daianation Has
ikay
I
972-2091
•UToi
106
Bamarsary Chemistry
Earn Chemalry Lab
110
Elem Cvgerkcfciochem
117
BamOiBMochsnLak
116
Ganaral Cham airy
125
General ctam airy
127
Gan Cham a*y Lad
12*
Organic Chemalry .
90*
Basic Bloctamalry
90*
Elarn Btxham utit
90*
Spac Topic* In Cham
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Company stems Quintuplets battle odds
from frustration In vitro fertilization thanked for family fortune
The Associated Press

AKRON - Ronald AssaTs frustration about an unsuccessful attempt to prevent a shoplifter
from stealing two bottles of wine
30 years ago led to the creation of
a multimillion-dollar company.
The Akron native was managing an Akron supermarket in
1965 when a man grabbed the
bottles and ran.

They started Sensormatic
Electronics Corp. in AssaTs garage a few months later and paid
University of Michigan engineers to develop the concept.

At first, Assaf had trouble selling it to retailers.
"Everyone looked at this product as a gimmick," said Assaf.
"Plus, all of them were scared of
it because of the fear of false
arrest."
Assaf believed so strongly in
the device that he paid a women's
clothing store in Akron $450 a
month for more than a year to try
out the system.

"I took after him and chased
him for several blocks," Assaf
said in an interview published
Tuesday in the Akron Beacon
Journal. "Then it suddenly occurred to me that, if I catch this
guy, he's twice my size. What am
Sensormatic now has 350,000
I going to do then?"
systems worldwide, including
about 90 percent of department
stores in the country, company
"...it suddenly
spokesman Louis Chiera said
occurred to me that, Tuesday.

if I catch this guy,
he's twice my size."

The company, based in Deerfield Beach, Fla., reported a net
income of $74 million for this fiscal year. It is still best-known for
its plastic tags, but it also makes
Ronald Assaf dozens
of other anti-theft deco-founder of Sensormatic vices. One is a tag on clothing
that warns consumers that the
tag will explode an ink dye on the
Assaf said he walked back to clothing if they try to steal the
the store, determined to find a merchandise, Chiera said.
way to stop shoplifting.
One of the newest products is a
He and his cousin Jack Welsch
began working on a system that hidden tag attached by manufaccould help store owners with the turers.
"Right now, most of the tags
problem.
The two men came up with the are still put on by retailers, but
idea of a safety tag that could set more and more manufacturers
off an alarm if anyone tried to are starting to add hidden tags to
walk out of a store with tagged products when they are produced," he said.
merchandise.

Damn Waggoner
The Associated Press

LIMA - Molly Scott totters,
one hand clutching the couch, her
eye* narrowed with determination. Her next move will
forever change her sheltered,
not-a-care-in-the-world life.
Then, alow like molasses, she
steps and promptly plops on her
bottom.
The family cheers.
"Way to go Mollyl That's a
good girl. Look at how strong
you're getting," her mother,
Mary Scott says.
If s another milestone for the
Scott quintuplets, the first step
witnessed by their parents. Moments later, Rory, refusing to be
outdone, prepares to repeat his
sister's feat.
Steady by the couch, Mommy
entices him with his favorite
snack, a piece of living room carpet fiber. He licks his lips and
lunges forward, taking one successful step before tumbling on
his tush.
His hair, In a perpetual onedge, static-cling look, doesn't
move.
The other three babies, William, Klrstan and Kathleen,
laugh wildly. But they're content
to continue crawling.
Roger Scott, however, just
caught a glimpse of the future and he's frightened The baby
parade is discovering how to use
its legs.
Already they gather en masse
at the first sign of an open living
room gate, crawling in single file

Positions ore now open for

reporters,

Roger and Mary Scott play at home with their quintuplets born a year
ago at the Ohio State University Medical Center In Columbus, Ohio.
The children from left to right, Kathleen, Klrstan, Thomas (age 6),
William, Mary, Rory and MoUy. The quints are Just starting to take
their first steps.
to freedom, exploring the wonders of the dining room and
kitchen.
"It's a herd of babies when
they see a break, one after the
other looking for something to
get into," Mary said. "It's really
adorable."
"You love it now," Roger tells
his wife. "But soon we'll be chasing them all over the house. We'll
never catch up."
Neither parent really seems
concerned Instead, they smile at
their giggling brood and their
good fortune. A year ago, the
couple didnt know if the five
would survive.
It was Dec. 12, 1994, when
Mary defied 56,000 to-1 odds of
giving birth to quintuplets. She
called them her "miracle babies."
At age 18, doctors said her
chances of getting pregnant were
one In a million. The problem:
Her fallopian tubes were scar-
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Roger and Mary, both 34, often
lose count of how many times a
crying baby got them out of bed.
They relish watching five babies
smile and hearing five babies say
their first words.
"We put them in three cribs
and whichever two share a crib
tend to search each other out in
the night. By morning, they're
snuggled close," Mary said.
"We can recognize their
cries," added Roger, holding
Rory by his ankles, upside down.
"You can tell who's doing It and
when they're faking it"
"This is usually their cranky
time, In the evenings," Mary
said. 'Tonight they're Just happy,
happy babies."

Sign-up for out 1996 Seaaon Paw giveaway.
No Purchase Necegiary. Drawing Friday night at 6 P.M.

Christmas Shopping?
Remember to look for
things made from recycled
material or earth-friendly
products. Call us for
more information.
You 'd be surprised at
what's out there!
Brought to you by the BGSU Recycling Program 372-8909
I MSTVMUt COUPON
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"We do our best not to leave
Thomas out. I had to bribe him
with a toy to get him to change
Kirstan's poopy diaper. He did It,
and even did a good Job," Mary
said. "He's quite protective of his
little brothers and sisters."
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red. It was discovered during
surgery to remove ovarian cysts.
"The doctor just said I could
never have kids, but there were
other alternatives and I always
knew that," Mary said.
Thanks to in vitro fertilization,
their son Thomas was bom in
1989.
By 1992, the couple began
planning for a second child.
Three IVF attempts failed. On
the fourth try, which the couple
decided would be their last, a
blood test revealed Mary was
pregnant.
A month later, a sonogram
revealed four tiny sacs and five
heartbeats. One of the fertilized
eggs had split into two embryos.
There were five, doctors confirmed.
"I cried at that one, although I
don't know why. I wasn't sad but
I wasn't happy," Mary said.
"Shock is most appropriate.
"I was really cautious because

I knew, well, the doctors warned
me that the pregnancy may not
workout."
The babies were born at Ohio
State University Medical Center
between 7:19 and 751 p.m. They
welched between 1 pound, IS 3/4
ounces to 2 pounds, 9 ounces.
Mary and Roger knew the babies weren't out of danger.
"That first couple days we
were Just holding our breath,
hoping that nothing would happen and all the babies would be
OK," Mary said. "They went
through the tests to make sure
there were no vision problems,
no brain bleeds. We were frazzled."
On Feb. 3, four weeks before
her due date and nearly eight
weeks after her birth, Klrstan
came home. During the next
three weeks, they all left the hospital.
In their Shawnee Township
home, the Scotts set up a minineonatal ward. Wires connected
oxygen tanks to four babies, all
five were hooked up to heart
monitors. Cribs, diaper bags and
baby swings were strewn across
the living room.
"They were so tiny still, so helpless. It was exhausting," Mary
said.
Now, the Scott babies have endeared themselves in different
ways to Mom and Dad. They've
become curious, cuddly and cute.
They've given big brother, Thomas, 6, five new playmates.
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Psychics know
just what to say

uly, 1994

The Ku Klux Klan came to town in 1994 for a rally on the steps of the Wood County Courthouse.
Protestors showed up in droves, and several were arrested for "inciting violence" by spitting on the
Klansmen.
1993

ByJoePeiffer
Psychics are people
too. Or at least that is the
message of a man who
wishes to be known only as
Joseppi the Magnificent
wants people to know.
Joseppi worked as a
psychic counselor for a 1900 toll line, which has
become a popular attraction
in the 1990s.
According to
Joseppi, many of the
psychics at the line were
everyday people.
"Most of them are
there simply to earn a
living," Joseppi said, "They
are a lot like you or I."
He said he found
the job when he was looking through the paper for
summer work.
"I didn't want to flip
burgers," Joseppi said.
"When I saw the job listed
in the paper, I thought it
was a great opportunity to
use my gift [to see into the
future] and make a little
cash."

He said he made
$6.50 an hour talking to
customers.
'It was one of the
easiest jobs I've had in my
life. I'd work an eight-hour
day and only talk to people
for two hours," he said.
However, getting
the job was not easy.
Joseppi said in order to get
the job, he needed to pass
through an intesive interview process.
"I was interviewed
by an established psychic
and she asked me several
questions about my gift"
Joseppi said.
He said the first
time he noticed he had a gifi
was when his grandfather
passed away.
"I was delivering
papers and I was in the
seventh grade. All of a
sudden I just seized up on
my Schwinn. I couldn't go
anywhere," Joseppi said.
"Then when I returned
home I found my grandfather died."-1994

Democratic candidates for Council butt heads
by Chris Hawley
local government reporter
Democratic First
Ward council candidates
Todd Wesseler and Sam
Melendez said that despite
harsh words and criminal
accusations Thursday, they
have settled a feud over
equal radio exposure.
The agreement
ended a flare-up that began
at 1:44 a.m. Thursday when
Wesseler, campaign manager Michael Brennan and
campaign treasurer Michael
Haynes filed a police report
against Melendez, saying
he left a "harassing" mes-

sage on Wesseler's answering machine.
The message referred to a Wednesday
letter to the WBGU staff in
which Brennan demanded
the station remove
Melendez from his weekly
radio show or give Wesseler
equal airtime.
"Today with that
letter you sent to WBGU,
you started a f...ing war.
This time, buddy, you got
personal. I'm going to
destroy you in May, or I am
going to kill you in November. Either way, I am going
to be the next city council-

man, no matter what,"
Melendez said in the message, of which The News
obtained a recording.
In the police complaint, Wesseler, Brennan
and Hayes also claimed that
Melendez tossed a dinner
knife onto Haynes' food
tray Tuesday in Prout
Cafeteria, causing it to hit
him in the chest.
Brennan said after
the three filed the
copmplaint, police
audiotaped a conversation
between him and Melendez
in which he confirmed that
he left the message.

Although University police Public Information Officer Barb Waddell
said police were not sure if
the voice was Melendez's,
Melendez told The News
he left the message, and
added that he tossed the
knife onto Haynes' tray to
indicate he thought
Wesseler's campaign was a
"stab in the back."
However, he said,
the knife did not hit
Haynes.
Melendez denied
the message was meant to
harass Wesseler.
"I was angry at him,

I wanted to yell at him,"
Melendez said. "If he tries
to press charges, that would
be a desperate attempt to
bludgeon my character."
Melendez said he
told Brennan if he did not
agree to a waiver he would
run as an independant
candidate. As an
independant, Melendez
would have until May 3 to
file a petition, and could
host the radio show up to
that point.
However, both
Melendez and Wesseler
filed petitions Wednesday
as Democratic candidates.

have a clue."
After loitering for
a while Peterman allegedly began poking
around the kitchen area.
He then removed several
items from a freezer and
placed them outside an
emergency exit.
"Apparently he
was pretty hungry,"
Thomas said. "Basically,
he stole some cocktail
weenies."
On the way to jail,
Peterman told the arresting officer that he was in
a bar in the Cleveland
area when a friend asked
him to go to a party in
Bowling Green. He also
reportedly told police he
remembered none of the
events after leaving the

bar until he was arrested.
When Peterman
was asked what city he
was in, he replied "Cleveland." The arresting
officer then informed
Peterman that he was in
Bowling Green and he
"acted surprised."
He provided
police with the name and
number of a Cleveland
security firm that confirmed Peterman works
for them. However, a
representative of the firm
said they have no contracts with hotels in
either Cleveland or
Bowling Green.
The representative
said Peterman may not
be employed there much
longer. -1993

"I think the rules
should be enforced, but if
this is what it takes to get
back on track, then I don't
have a problem," he said.
Todd Kleismit said
he did not want to comment on the feud.

So Lon

Man claims to be security
guard, arrested for theft
I must have taken burglary and theft.
a wrong
According to Julie
turn at Albequerque - or Thomas, employee at the
at least on the Ohio
Days Inn, 1550 E.
Turnpike.
Wooster, Peterman enThat's what a 31tered the building at
year-old resident of
about 2:30 a.m. and
Warren, Ohio must have
insisted he was a security
thought after police
guard there.
officers explained to him
"He told us he was
early Sunday morning
our security guard, and
that he was reporting to
he was staying there," she
work in the wrong city.
said.
After drinking
Thomas said the
heavily in Cleveland,
employees of the Days
Todd M. Peterman came
Inn repeatedly asked
to Bowling Green, enPeterman to leave. She
tered a Days Inn claiming also tried to tell Peterman
he was a security guard
he was in Bowling Green.
there and began fixing a
"I think he thought
snack in the motel's
Bowling Green was a
kitchen. After allegedly
suburb of Cleveland,"
stealing cocktail weiners, Thomas said "It was
he was arrested for
pretty obvious he didn't

Both sides said they
were still angry about the
radio exposure incident,
but added that temperatures have cooled.
Wesseler said he has
mixed feelings about the
waiver, but said he is glad
both sides have reached an
agreement.

The BG News/ Ross Weitzner

Paul J. Olscamp, University president for 13 years, resigned in June of 1995 to return to the classrooms after a
one-year sabbatical.
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Light show blinding
Lasers cancelled after distracting pilot
Urn Dahlbarg
The Associated Press

LAS VEGAS - The laser
lights that beckon and dazzle
visitors to Las Vegas flashed
once too often when they temporarily blinded a Southwest
Airlines pilot taking off from
the airport
So the Food and Drug Administration, fearing a plane crash,
has banned the nightly laser
light shows put on by the city's
casinos.
The concentrated light
beams have been blamed for SI
incidents in the last two years
involving flights in and out of
three Las Vegas-area airports.
The temporary blinding of
Southwest Airlines pilot Shelby
LaCrolx on Oct. 30 was the
most serious Incident yet It
forced the co-pilot of the Boeing 737 to take control while
LaCroix struggled to regain his
sight At the time, the plane

was climbing out of McCarran
International Airport.
"Had it hit me and the other
pilot simultaneously, I shudder
to think what would have happened," LaCroix said.
On Monday, the FDA, which
regulates laser beams, sent a
letter to a half dozen Las Vegas
casinos telling them to shut off
their colorful displays until
further notice.
"We must all do our parts to
prevent the occurrence of a
tragedy that could cost hundreds of lives," FDA compliance official Lillian J. GUI
said in the letter.
Gill said the ban affects only
the Las Vegas area, which has
a high concentration of the
light shows. However, she said,
her agency may extend it to
other areas where outdoor
laser lights pose a threat to pilots.
Hotels complied immediately while holding out some

hope that the laser lights could
be used in a modified way.
"We've turned them off,"
said Susan L Johnson, a Rio
Suite Hotel vice president
"We're exploring alternatives
such as using them inside our
own property."
The hotel used to have its
laser lights dance around the
night sky. In recent months, it
simply pointed the beams
toward Interstate IS to attract
tourists driving in from Southern California, Johnson said.
Although Las Vegas has long
been known for its gaudy
lights, it has only been the last
two years or so that laser light
displays have gained popularity.
A few casinos shoot the
colored lights out nightly in
displays above the city, while
the pyramid-shaped Luxor hotel-casino aims a bright light
directly into the sky from the
tip of the pyramid.

Do you have used notebooks,
lab books, or old textbooks that
can't be bought back?
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Organizers said they rejected
the stadium idea because it
would cost too much Additional
expenses were estimated at more
than $3 million, including construction of a special stage and
installing a lighting and sound
system.
The Republican gathering is
scheduled for Aug. 12-15. The
Democratic National Convention
will be held a week later in Chicago.
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professional baseball and football teams.
The stadium seats 60,000 and
the waterfront convention center
holds 15,000.
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SAN DIEGO - Republican
National Convention organizers
gave a thumbs down Monday to
the idea of holding the final night
of next summer's gathering at
Jack Murphy Stadium.
Instead, all four days will be
held at the smaller San Diego
Convention Center, which means
some participants will not be
seated inside the hall.
Those seated elsewhere will be
connected to the action through
closed-circuit television, said
Michael W. Grebe, chairman of
the convention arrangements
committee. To make the outside

locations more desirable, some
speeches will be delivered from
those sites and beamed to the
main hall.
"We are confident that a convention staged entirely at the
Convention Center and at
interactive alternative viewing
venues adjacent to the center
will produce an exciting, dramatic stage for our presidential
and vice presidential candidates," Grebe said.
The GOP had considered moving the final night, which includes the acceptance speech by
the Republican presidential
nominee, to the larger outdoor
stadium, home of San Diego's
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nuckle drive.
"This storm has the potential to!
be one of the strongest wind-;
storms in the past 10 years and;
should not be taken lightly," the:
National Weather Service said.
Heavy rain added to themisery. More than 7 inches fell at
Kentfield, Calif., flooding intersections in the well-to-do Marln
County town.

available at the information center alona with
service to and from the QAnivcrs
cjfor more information contact c
sponsoredbp (VgYs)

353- PAPA
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teetering on the edge.
"The guardrail saved me,"
driver Rod McAlavey said. "I
was looking out over into the
water."
Other trucks overturned on
highways and bridges in Northern California and Oregon, and
the wind turned the morning
commute across San Francisco
Bay-area bridges into a white-k-
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MONTE CARLO
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Paramedic* and firefighters place Ward Klein on ■ backboard after a
eucalyptus tree fell on him Tuesday morning In San Francisco. The:
68-year-old Klein was walking near San Jaclnto Way and Santa Paula:
Avenue in the St. Francis Woods area of San Francisco when he was bit:
by the falling tree.
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SAN FRANCISCO - Wind gustIng over 100 mph made skyscrapers creak and groan, nearly
blew a truck off the Bay Bridge
and knocked out power Tuesday
to more than l.S million people
along the West Coast At least
three people were killed by falling trees.
"This is a get-your-candlesready kind of storm," said Bob
Salmon, public works director in
Aberdeen, Wash.
Schools closed as a precaution
in parts of Oregon and Washington.
In Oregon, the wind reached
102 mph at Cape Blanco, and
waves crashed 20 feet high
against the jetty at Port Orford.
Seas up to 24 feet were forecast
off Washington.
"We're scared spitless," Castaways Motel manager Linda
Berte said as she watched the
ocean in Port Orford. "It was terrifying. It was the most horrifying sight I've ever seen."
The San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge was closed to tractortrailers after the wind caused a
truck to jackknife, leaving it

The Associated Press

Call the BGSU Recycling Program at 372-8909 for
collection areas or take them to the BG Recycling
Center at 1040 N. College Drive, next to the airport.
Drop-off is open 24 hours
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Richard Cole
The Associated Press

GOP plans convention
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Syracuse the next test for BG
Scott Brown
The BG News

JM

Big names and big coaches.
The Bowling Green men's basketball team continues its
December slate of high-profile
opponents tonight when they
visit the Carrier Dome in Syracuse, N.Y. to take on the Orangemen.
A crowd near 30,000 is expected for the contest, the second in a
series this week that included a
78-67 loss to Indiana last Saturday and a game at home against
James Madison this Saturday.
"I think that Syracuse will be
the most talented team on our
schedule," Falcon coach Jim Larranaga said. "They have an outstanding player at every possession and a very deep bench They
have outstanding athletes. They
are not as tall as Indiana, but
they are far quicker and they run
the court really, really well.
"They will test our transition
defense. That is an area that we
are going to have to do a real
good job In. Staying between
them and our basket will be
critical."
The Orangemen enter tonight's
contest at 6-0 and ranked 25th in
Associated Press Top 25 poll. The
Falcons enter with a 4-2 record.
Larranaga matched up with
Bob Knight, one of the legends of
the coaching profession, last Saturday and will meet two more in
Syracuse's Jim Boeheim tonight
and James Madison's Lefty
Driesell.
The BG coach won't play up the
persona] battle of the coaches,
however.

Bui-bank/The AtMcUtcd Preu

Orlando Magic center Shaquille O'Neal adjusts bis bandaged- right
hand during his first team practice.

Shaq to be back
to face the Jazz
Fred Goodan
The Associated Press
ORLANDO, Fla. - Shaquille
O'Neal pushed through the crowd
of reporters surrounding coach
Brian Hill to stage a mock confrontation over his impending return to the Orlando Magic
"Wednesday," the injured AllStar center declared.
"Friday," the coach fired back.
Hill probably is closer to right,
even though the defending NBA
scoring champion left with the
team Monday and will be in uniform for road games Tuesday
night at New Jersey and
Wednesday night in Chicago.
The coach said O'Neal, sidelined the past seven weeks with a
broken right thumb, definitely
will not play against the Nets. He
more than likely will sit out
against the Bulls, too.

"The bottom line is
we have to do what's
best for Shaquille
O'Neal. I'm not going
to rush him back on
the floor and risk
another
year-threatening or
career-threatening
injury when another
game or two without
him is the best thing
for him."
Brian Hill
Orlando Magic head coach
:_ If all goes well'in workouts
:Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs•day, though, look for Shaq to play
•about IS to 20 minutes Friday
-night at home against the Utah
•Jazz.
;• "We, and when I say we I mean
Shaquille and I, have targeted
Friday from a conditioning
standpoint and everything else,"
Hill said after O'Neal practiced
with the team for the first time
since being Injured in an Oct. 24
preseason game against Miami.
"We'll take It day by day. If he
gets a lot of work in [Tuesday] up
in New Jersey and more work
Wednesday [in Chicago], there's
an outside chance be could appear In the game Wednesday. But
as of right now, the most realistic

more attractive matchup for television. The teams met last
month In Orlando with the Shaqless Magic beating the Bulls
without Dennis Rodman, who has
since returned' to Chicago's
lineup.
"If we don't feel he's ready, I
think it would be an injustice to
him to do that. Any time a guy is
injured, you dont want to bring
him back to play against a particular team or a particular individual to see a matchup or help
TV," Hill said.
"The bottom line is we have to
do what's best for Shaquille O'Neal. I'm not going to rush him
back on the floor and risk another year-threatening or careerthreatening injury when another
game or two without him is the
best thing for him."
time for him is probably Friday
night's game against Utah."
O'Neal and his teammates
slipped out of a rear entrance to
the team's practice facility while
Hill was speaking to reporters.
He wore a protective splint and
didn't appear to favor his hand or
have trouble handling the ball
during the half-hour of practice
that was open to the media.
Hill liked what he saw - spin
moves and strong moves to the
basket - but stressed that the
fourth-year pro Is still not In good
enough shape to play substantial
minutes In a game.
"He's got to pick some things
back up again - conditioning and
some things from an offensive
standpoint that we really didn't
do when he was on the floor [In
preseason]," Hill said.
"But his presence is obvious
when he gets out there - the
space that he takes up, and every
once in a while coming through
with a power move Inside It's
nice to see that back. But we just
want to make sure he's ready to
go before we put him back out on
the floor."
The Magic Is off to a 16-4 start
without O'Neal, who averaged
29.3 points along with 11.4 rebounds and 2.4 blocks per game
in leading Orlando to the NBA
Finals last season.
Anfernee Hardaway, Dennis
Scott and Nick Anderson have
raised the level of their offensive
games to make up for the absence of the 7-foot-l center, who
originally had been targeting a
Christmas night return against
the Houston Rockets.
The cast on O'Neal's hand was
removed last Friday and doctors
were surprised at how strong the
thumb was in spite of the layoff.

"The only thing that I know
about the opposing coach is
style," larranaga said. "When we
play conference schools, I'll have
a darn good Idea of the other
coach's philosophy because we've played them so many times.
"In actuality, it never really
crosses my mind. I don't see it as
me versus Lefty or me versus
Jim Boeheim. I see it as Bowling
Green against Syracuse and to
utilize our personnel to the best
of our ability against what he is
going to do with his personnel."
Larranaga was generally
pleased coming out of Saturday's
second place showing at the Indiana Classic. The Falcons gave
the host Hoosiers all they could
handle on their home court before faltering near the end.
"I thought we did some good
things," Larranaga said. "I
thought we did a very good job of
maintaining our poise. We did not
seem to get rattled by our ineffectiveness to score early In
the game. The defense was very
calm and the players were very
focused."
Indiana, sporting a pair of seven-foot starters, pummelled the
Falcons on the boards and that
will be the focus going against
Syracuse.
"I think my biggest concern
and the thing that we will spend
most of our time on right now is
our defensive rebounding," Larranaga said. "I felt we could have
done a much better job in that
area."
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Bowling Green's Dayon Ninkovic (*4) and Anthony Stacey («34)
fight for a rebound against the Hoosiers. The Falcons next challenge Is to take on the Syracuse Orangemen.

The Falcons' defensive strate- didate John Wallace. He leads the (13.2 ppg) and forward Todd
gy will have to center around Orangemen, averaging 23.7 Burgan (10.3) are also averaging
shutting down All-America Can- points a contest. Center Otis Hill in double figures.

U.S. soccer draws tough team
Robert Millward
The Associated Press
PARIS - The United States
today drew the toughest possible semifinal opponent, Costa
Rica, in the qualifying tournament for the 1998 World Cup.
Although the two teams
aren't likely to meet until a
year into the qualifying rounds
for the 1998 championship, the
Americans know they will face
a team that beat Scotland 1-0
and Sweden 2-1 in the 1990
event and reached the second
round.
Also in the semifinal group
with the Americans, hoping to
reach the tournament for the
third time in a row, will be
either Guatemala or Nicaragua, and the survivor among
four Caribbean teams in the
qualifying groups.
The Americans are exempted from the Initial qualifying
rounds because of their performances in the last two competitions. If they finish in the
top two of their semifinal
group, they will be one of six
teams in the double-roundrobin final group of six to decide which three from the region make it to France in 1998.
Mexico and Canada are considered the United States' top
rivals, along with Costa Rica.
Mexico, another exempted
team, meets Honduras and two
teams from the Caribbean
groups who will battle for semifinal places. Canada and El
Salvador, who also have played
in the World Cup finals before,
also are seeded to meet In the
semifinals; they will face
either Belize or Panama and

Lionel Cirunncjiu/Ihe Associated Prcn

U.S. soccer player Alexis Lolas right, and FIFA Secretary-Genral Joseph Blatter of Switzerland
draw com pi ii tors for the the 1998 World Cup In Paris.
another of the Caribbean qualifiers.
U.S. coach Steve Sampson
was in the audience at the Louvre to observe the draw and
defender Alexi Lalas took part
in it, although not In the portion
that involved his team.
Representatives of a record
172 teams converged on the
Louvre for the draw, but
French President Jacques
Chirac pulled out at the last
moment because of political
commitments.
"He is too busy with his
meetings regarding the

strikes," said Michel Platini,
president of the World Cup organizing committee.
Chirac had been expected to
make a four-minute presentation at the event before
World Cup organizers would
start the hugely complex draw.
The South Americans have
decided all nine teams will play
each other in a round robin,
with four teams joining Brazil
in the last 32.
FIFA wanted the 49
European teams to divide
themselves into seven groups
of seven, with the top two in

each advancing to France in
•98.
Soccer's European body,
UEFA, embroiled in a power
struggle with the world organization, decided to go the long
way. It persuaded FIFA to accept a system of five groups of
five and four of six, with the
top teams advancing, plus the
best runner-up. The eight other
runners-up would then meet
head-to-head to decide the last
four qualifiers.
UEFA preferred the complicated structure because of the
financial gain.

Buckeyes' loss hurts travel agents
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, - Ohio State fans
arent alone in feeling a letdown
from the Buckeyes' failure to
beat Michigan last month - consider the plight of travel agents,
who lost hundreds of Rose Bowl
bookings.
"It's an enormous financial
loss," said Richard Lewis, whose
agency lost 700 confirmed bookings at $1,300 apiece when Ohio
State fell to Michigan 31-23,
sending the Buckeyes to yet an-

other Citrus Bowl.
"The typical agent commission
is 10 percent, so it hurts a lot,"
Lewis said. "It's no different than
It was two years ago, when exactly the same thing happened 1 they were poised to go [to the
Rose Bowl] and then they go out
and play Michigan like they've
been partying all night."
Northwestern will travel to the
Rose Bowl Instead, while Ohio
State will play Tennessee at Orlando, Fla., on Jan. 1 - the Buckeyes' third Citrus Bowl appearance in four years.
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"I was poised to move about
1,000 people to the Rose Bowl,"
travel agent George Kun said.
"That translates to about $1 million In business. That's a sizable
amount for any agency."
Kun said his business had improved its phone system to handle the demand.
"We had extra staff ready to
come in the day after the Michigan game to handle the calls," he
said "There were about five or
six agencies in the city who
would have been major players
In this, and all of us have been

hurt pretty bad across the
board."
Kun and Ike Reynolds' travel
agency are offering packages for
Citrus Bowl trips at about half
the cost of the Rose Bowl trips.
But there's apparently something less than half the interest in
making the trip for the Citrus
Bowl
"If Ohio State had gone to die
Rose Bowl, the last person out of
Columbus would have had to turn
out the lights," Reynolds said.
See TRAVSL, page thirteen.
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Jones stand by his man
Dcnni H. Freeman
The BC News

IRVING. Texas - Jerry Jones
says that if he'd been coaching
the Dallas Cowboys he would
have made the same call as Barry
Switxer.
And he wants all of Switzer's
critics to understand that the
former Oklahoma coach will be
back next year for his third NFL
Jones said the calls that backfired in the Philadelphia game on
Sunday were "not something you
step in front of those flying cabs
in New York over."
Speaking by telephone from
Little Rock, Ark., Jones said
Tuesday he liked Switzer's decision to go for fourth-and-l
twice from his own 29 with two
minutes play. The gambles failed
and Philadelphia kicked the
game-winning field goal in the
20-17 win.
"I felt we could make it," Jones

said. "I haven't lost any faith in
Barry's ability to coach. I'm not
going to invoke any changes in
the coaching staff. I agreed with
the call. I support it."
Jones said he heard ridicule
about his coaching staff when he
bought the team in 1989.
He said if he had reacted to
public criticism of coaching calls
in those days "Jimmy Johnson
wouldn't have been around."
"It reminds me of 1989 and
1990 when Jimmy Johnson was
getting it from a lot of the same
people who ridiculed us because
we bad a coach out of college and
they said he didn't know what he
was doing," Jones said. "I stayed
the course and we had some
Super Bowls pan out."
Jones said if the call costs the
Cowboys the homefield advantage, so be it.
"It's Important if you're the
team with it," Jones said. "We got
there without it [the homefield
advantage] in our first Super

Bowl."
Dallas is 10-4 and tied for the
NFC lead with San Francisco.
The 49ers own the tiebreaker by
virtue of a 38-20 win over the
Cowboys earlier in the year.
The Cowboys can win the NFC
East and a first-round bye by
winning their last two games
against the New York Giants and
Arizona Cardinals.
"I've been in a lot deeper holes
than this both on and off the
field," Jones said. "We have high
expectations and that's the way it
should be. We're behind the
8-ball with San Francisco right
now. I still feel we've got a
chance to be in the Super Bowl if
we just play a little bit better."
Switzer was still fielding questions about the call on Tuesday,
saying two days later he would
still go for it.
"All the players and all the
coaches were in agreement on
the sidelines," Switzer said.

Lions' coach hangs on
Harry Atkins
The BC News

PONTIAC, Mich. - Wayne Fontes said all along he had faith in
the Detroit Lions. Now, he admits
he wasnt telling the truth.
"I was nervous, yes," Fontes
conceded Monday. "I'd be lying
if I didn't admit that. But, I
showed up here, feet planted
firmly, and said it was a long
season, that I would never count
this team out"
Fontes is breathing a little easier these days. Their 24-17 victory at Houston on Sunday ran
the Lions' winning streak to five
games. They now are 8-6 with
two games remaining, against
expansion Jacksonville on Sunday and at Tampa Bay on Dec. 23.
It they win those two games,
the Lions are almost assured of a
berth in the NFL playoffs. If they

win both games, they might even
win the NFC Central. That is a
very large turnaround from the
team that was 0-3 and later 3-6.
You can only wonder what
might have happened if team
ower William Clay Ford had issued his "playoffs or else" ultimatum when the Lions were 0-3.
This winning streak didn't start
until after the embarrassing loss
at Atlanta which left them 3-6.
"I don't know," Fontes said. "If
we hadn't lost to Washington and
Atlanta, we might have lost to
San Francisco and Cleveland. So,
you never know. Frankly, we're
right about where I thought we'd
be at this time. We just took a
different road to get here."
But how could you be so positive the Lions would turn things
around, Wayne?
"I had to believe that," Fontes
said. "If I didn't believe it, the
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The Unique Boutique
James and Maria Britt, Owners
134 E. Court SI.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419 352-3306

Do your Christmas Shopping with us
we have...
-velvet dresses

-tapestries

-lage selection of wool sweaters, hats, gloves
-marble glo candles
-over 100 styles of T-shirts (long and short sleeve)
-hemp jewelry and shoes
10 FREE incense sticks with $10 purchase(just mention this ad)

Special Christmas Hours: MorvSat 11-9, Sun 12-5

players wouldn't believe it. I saw
a good team. Maybe I praised
them too soon.
"Maybe there are teams with
more talent than we have. But,
Mark Duncan/The AssocLsIcd Pre si
we lost some tough games early. Cleveland Indian shortstop Omar Vlsquel leaps over Torontoi' Paul Molltor In a double play attempt.
We also had to wait for the kid at The Indians signed the Gold Glove winner to a 5-year extension worth $15.35 million.
quarterback to learn the ropes."
It turned out to be worth the
wait. Scott Mitchell already has
thrown 28 touchdown passes this
season, breaking the club record
of 26 by Bobby Layne which had
Hershiser as your big three," they care about each other, and
The Associated Cress
stood since 1951. In the process,
Hart said. "The lineup: Basically it's really special. We pick each
the Lions' offense has climbed to
CLEVELAND - A long-term the same, with the addition of other up and a group of solid
No. 1 in the league.
deal with Gold Glove shortstop Franco. The bench: Looks like It's guys like that brings a lot of
Omar Vizquel means the CleveThere were some intangibles, land Indians of 1996 will look pretty well the same. The bull, spirit to the fans and a lot of
spirit to the team."
too. For one thing, the players very much like the pennant- pen's the same."
Hart and manager Mike HarVizquel said he was happy to
wanted to win as much as Fontes winners of 1995, genera] mangrove applauded Vizquel's
stick around.
did. Each became a support ager John Hart said Tuesday.
leadership and heart as much as
mechanism for the other. And the
"We'have basically the same
his performance.
rest of the employes got behind ballclub
back,'' Hart said, after
"One other thing, in addition to
the effort.
announcing the American "One thing in
the talent, Is the fact that Omar's
"The guys in the locker room League champions had signed addition to the talent, a winner," Hart said. "That's one
kept me going," Fontes said. Vizquel to a five-year, $15.35 milof the reasons we traded for him
"They want me up. I don't want a lion contract extension. The In- is the fact that Omar - he knows what it takes to win,
sour face in that locker room. I dians had earlier picked up his is a winner."
he's a very consistent performer
don't want a secretary to walk in 1996 contract option.
when he goes out and he's got a
Key elements such as Albert
with her head down. If there was
feel for winning.
John Hart
one thing, in all honesty, it was Belle, Carlos Baerga, Kenny Lof"Another is character," he
this whole organization."
ton and Sandy Alomar are in Cleveland Indians
said. "All you have to do is go
The Lions have improved place. Hart said. Eddie Murray,
general-manager back to that day two years ago,
every week, both physically and Orel Hershiser, Dennis Martinez
when Omar made three errors in
mentally. That was evident Sun- and Charles Nagy will be back.
one ballgame, and the way he
day at Houston. The Oilers, play- Julio Franco, added last week,
"I'm one of the most excited stepped up with the media and
ing with the wild abandon of a adds punch in the No. 2 spot in people In the world right now," answered the questions showed
team that has nothing to lose, the batting order.
he said. "Six years seems to me me something."
forced the Detroit offense into And now Vizquel.
Hargrove agreed, but was
to be a really long time to be on a
some mistakes and turnovers.
"The rotation: Martinez, Nagy, team. But I was looking for a quick to add that when the
family, for a home. I've never game's on the line, he'd prefer
had a chance to sign a long con- the ball was hit to Vizquel.
"I don't say that, just throwing
tract; this was the first opportuit out as a feel-good thing," Harnity that I had and I did it"
Having most of the rest of the grove said. "Everybody on our
team along for the ride Is impor- team feels the same way. If the
ball's going to be hit to somebody
tant as well, Vizquel said.
on the team, you hope it's hit to
"This Is a family," he said. Omar, because the chances of
"When you keep a bunch of guys that turning into an out are very,
together, they know each other, very good."

Vizquel stays with Tribe

Sales Person
of the
week
Dec 4 - Dec 8

-uper

Gina DiGiacobbe

Christmas
Gift Ideas

Start Your Shopping At The Falcon House!

ROLLER BLADE Hockey Equipment
SALE
SALE

\27©\E7 she's at SQ%
ViViVaVkrVknryvvytfsvyvaVa^^

Selected protective equipment
Bauer. Ultra Wheel*. Rotar
Including hockey skates,
Derby, Large selection of youth •tick*, figure skats*. Large
and adult skates! We have
•election of styles and brand*.
protective equipment tool
Coop* Bauer, Koho. CCM t. VIC
BAUER F-2
ROU^BtAOESjgggs YOUTH

Reg.ses.88

ww

Youth sue storing at $49.95
BGSU A LOCAL SCHOOLS

School Jacket
Sweator*»IT-SNn>l
School Bagel Stocking Captl
Eastwood-Elmwood
-Omago-BGHS-BGSU
In stock - Large Selection
T-SMrts

•■*ng«$10M|

Swe»tshlrUi»r»r>s»i$1995

««n9$11995
BTARTIMKITS ■

itwffi

•&*&<•aws

lynch Savors

19 & Over

353-0988

1 O GHAT LUNCHES $3.90 AND UNDID

Before
you go..

Available Monday thru Friday unhl 4 p.m.

taring.

HOCKEY SKATtS at

*499S

CCM REPLICA
Hockey Jerseys
Many team* In stock including
Detroit, Chicago, Toronto,
Montreal and New York.

Reg. $79 95

Salel *6995

NOU0AV HOURS: MON.-FRL 104;SAT. 10-3:30; SUN. 12-4

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
■Your Sportswear Headquarters in B.G."

} 123 S. Main St, Downtown, BQ • 352-3610

104 S. Main

Classic Lunchtime Favorites
SUM»y JM a Fries
Sob Evans Spade! Recipe. Mode with seasoned groundI beef and our own delicious
sauce and lerved on a grilled bun. Served wHti French fries. - $3.2°

No offense, but
your grades
werentthat
good.

Dorn make it

Classic Lunchtime Fovoribi

worse by going
home without any
presents.

A iMvchsovor veriion ol our moil popular laiad with lo»«ed greem topped with Swiu
chew, crumbled bacon, croutons, diced tomatoes and green onions. - J3.9V
Chlckea Caasar Salad
Fresh Romoine lettuce, Coasdr dressing and homeityle garlic croutons lopped with
tomatoes, shredded Parmesan cheese and two rrwinoted grilled chicken str.pi.
A perfect Lunch savor portion.- J3.99

w

A lunchsovor portion ol lettuce layered wi* turkey, ham, diced tomatoes, green onions
ond shredcWd American cheese. - J3.99
Se>Sf> A Salad
Our signature side garden salad served with a cup ol boon, poloto, broccoli or
vegaabs. beef soup and rot's.- J3 .«9

1 fff ■• Waastac (locale-1 Bah i ad DP)

Carry Out

Available

352-2193 H 3D
a

,

/

518 E. Wooster. The shed For The Unique You.

A

Sports
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TRAVEL

Cleveland savors state rivalry

were gone, and we could have
sold twice that many if we'd had
"With the Citrus Bowl, and losing the space."
to Michigan again, everybody In
Sue Blackburn of People's
this town went to sleep on Ohio Travel, which Is sharing a charState football.
ter with AAA Travel, said her
'The reaction we've gotten to agency had nearly run out of the
our Citrus Bowl package has 380 Rose Bowl packages she ofbeen really bad," he said. "We're fered at $1,400 apiece. She said
sharing a 180-passenger charter People's has sold "far less" than
with [Kun's] agency, and it's the 44 Citrus Bowl packages sold
been difficult to get it half full at by AAA Travel, even though the
this point"
five day tour is priced at just
Other agencies in Columbus $600.
report similar frustrations.
"Our plane holds 357, and we'Certainly, the stands wont be
ve got 44 booked right now," said entirely devoid of Ohio State fans
Doug Smith, tour director for - 8,300 of the 12,000 tickets allotAAA Travel Agency. "Everybody ted to the Buckeyes have been
was so primed for the Rose Bowl. sold. And Ohio State's alumni asWe were sold out with our tour sociation has sold 340 of the 400
operator. All 250 of our spots charter spots it has available.
Continued from page eleven.

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The Cleveland Browns are hoping that
their longtime rivalry with the
Cincinnati Bengals may spur
the team on to a much-needed
victory on Sunday.
The Browns, with only two
games left to play, are 4-10. In
only one of their recent losses
- the 20-17 loss to the Pittsburgh Steelers on Nov. 13 - has
the team been competitive.
The fact that Cincinnati will
be on the other side of the football Sunday may be just what

Students interested in a loncing club for not
semester. Please contact Robert @ 353-3610.

CAMPUS EVENTS
ATTENTONI All students who purchased
environmentally amadous T-shirts from
Mortar Board in Ian Octobercan
pick them up
Wad. Dae. 13 from 12-«pm on the
aacond fl. ol the Main Science Bldo.

With finals on Christmas Eva. when will you
have time to shop?
WINTER MAGIC '95
Thia Tuesday through Thursday from to-6pm
LenhardtGrand Ballroom
Purchase Holiday gifts for your friends, family
spots.
sponsored by UAO 2-2343

Whatever Happened to Baby Jane
TOnlghtgPM
Gish FJm Theater
FREE
For more Into call 372-7164
Sponsored by UAO

the Browns need to give one
more all-out effort to win a
game.
"This is definitely a rivalry
game," wide receiver Keenan
McCardell said. "It's like playing your next-door neighbor in
basketball. You always tend to
go out and play well every
time. You always have a real
high intensity level, because
you want to win so badly."
The Browns' last victory this
season was against the Bengals
on Oct.29 at Riverfront Stadium in Cincinnati. Rookie
quarterback Eric Zeier made
his first NFL start and led the

SERVICES OFFERED
Attention Spring Breakers1 Jamaica/Cancun
(389. Bahamas 1359. Florida S129. Sell trips.
earn cash, s go free11 -aoO-234-7007.

_

I PC CIU6

BAGEL

moating on Thursday Dae. 14
Spaakar from Finaat to
talk about *CommunicattDn
Techniques In Retail.'
in 10«BAnl 7.30pm

W/ANY
CREAM CHEESE

Join the Big Hairy Poaaa
Thursday. Dae. 14 from
64PM lor ina WFAL Chrlalmaa SUIgh
Win great prizes from local merchants.
Only on Falcon Radio WFAL
AM 680/Wood Cade 50

Browns to a 29-26 victory in
overtime.
"I'm sure those guys felt like
we sneaked out of Cincinnati
the last time with a victory that
we shouldn't have had," said
McCardell. "I'm sure that's
extra incentive for them to
come in here and play hard.
Safety Stevon Moore believes the rivalry with Pittsburgh nearly helped the
Browns to a victory in the Nov.
13 game.
"We just went out and played
with a lot of emotion and intensity," Moore said. "And when
we play with intensity, we

usually get good results."
Moore is hoping the Bengals
bring out the best in the
Browns one more time.
"You always want to beat the
teams in your division," said
Moore. "This is the state rivalry. This game is important to
me, and also to this city. By no
means are we going to just lie
down and get the game over
with."
Backup offensive lineman
Herman Arvle, who is expected to start at left guard Sunday, admits that it may take
more than rivalry to spark the
Browns.

CHARIOT E XPRESS TRANSPORTATION
A rports. Bus/Train Stations, HOMEI
Any city of your choical
4 ride lor price ol I
Ride In kmury sedan for tail rates
Advance reservations suggested
Call Genie now at 410-266-6338
UsforCradH Cards Gladly Accepted!

Foreign Students
Greeneard Program available
1 -800-660-7167 8 (818)882-9681

continued on p. 14

Bagel w/

EGGEL

&

with
cheese

cream cheese

990

cup of coffee
$1.99

Not Valid W/Any Other Offer
Exp. 12/22/95

Not Valid W/Any Other Offer
Exp. 12/22/95

990
Not Valid W/Any Other Offer
Exp. 12/22/95

FALCON M€N'S BflSKCTBALL SATURDAY 7:30 PM - vs. JRAA6S MADISON!
STUDENTS, COM€ €NT€H TH€ "COUCH POTHTO" CONT€ST! SHOW ID. FOR CRSV RDMISSION.

\o\vS 1.^)0

CHEAP
MAC.
NOW
We're talking dirt.

Macintosh PMflMMf 640CO
DOS Compatible)
12MB RAM/500MB bard drwe.CD-ROM drive,
IT color monitor, 14.4 modem, keyboard, mouse
and all He software you're likely to need.

Macintosh PononiMf fiilfSCO
8MB RAMPOOMB bard drive, PowerPC 601
processor, CD-ROM drive, 14'color monitor,
14.4 modem, keyboard, mouse
andall the software you're likely to need.

Now S

The awesome computer
with all the bells and whistles.
5mb

Like, duh.
i Perform* 6214CD
8MB RAM/1GB bard drive,
PowerPC''603processor,CD-ROMdrive,
IS'color monitor, keyboard, mouse and
all He software you're likely to need

Being a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintosh' easy. So easy,
in fact, that prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than
their already low student prices. And with the Apple" Computer Loan and 90-Day

Rtacintoati Porfuf niaf 631CD
8MB RAM/500MB bard drive, CD-ROM'drive,
14" color monitor, 14.4 modem, keyboard, mouse
andall tbe software you're likely to need.

Deferred Payment Plan, you can take home a Mac'without having to make a single
payment for up to 90 days/Which means you can also take home the .
. ^L
power to make any student's life easier. The power to be your best* Apple Vt

For further information please visit BGSU Computer Sales and Rental
129 Hayes Hall or call-Phone: (419)372-7724
Prices above do not include tax & handling fees!
**?
'Monitor sold separately!
■Ho. r* mdtagmym n ■ n i t/mmywrn. wmHymnmwtm at
aaieaaaUai (weasel aetawsfBaWei
miimi/nm**
i-C/7»aa»a» i If, l9mm(*U^H9S\ l> <« Jajasa*.

nsSS

*>*•»«*» *

*mfmtmm»t,pmtmrm,nm

is. mi

.

fn» (/U-SfCfr a. Ant™
mlkmmmml*m ' '

■aMIi Mil teams

!/«*<»■*>«

.-....-

_,..
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Classifieds

page fourteen
continued from p. 13
Grants and Scholarship* ara avallabts. Bit*
Uena ol dollars In financial aid. Qualify lmxnsdsstety. 1-800-400-0209.
Word Processing • Resumes. Tsrm Papers.
Thasi a. Dissertations, on laser primer.

Cdl 352-8705 (9-9)

GET NAILED
Until Dec. 20 you esn teoeve 20%oft ol any nail
service w/ CHRISTIE at Perfect Touch.
182-2812.1048 S. Main. Be sure to mention ad
to redeve additional giftl
INTRAMURAL FORFErT FEE: BRING IN
YOUR RECEIPT AND PICK UP YOUR FORFEIT FEE FOR FALL SEMESTER REFUND
BY TUESDAY. DECEMBER 1»TH. FRATERNITIES MAY CARRY THEIR RECEIPTS
OVERTOSPRMG SEMESTER.
Join the Big Hairy Posse
Thursday. December 14 from 8-8PM
For ins WFAL Christmas SMgh
Win great prizes from local merchonts
Only on Falcon Radio WFAL
Am 880,' Wood Cab*. SO

PERSONALS

THE 1 MS KEY YEARBOOK IS HE RE!
PickyouraupTodayl
?8 West Hall

KA'KA'KA
To Brad Abner,
Congratulations on your awaaoma psrtomv
an ce in 'Ths Chrislmas Carer. We look forward
lo seeing you in future performances.
From,
The Brorners of KA

USG'USG'USQ
USO CABINET POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!
Administrative Assistant:
1. Educate the members ol USG on the potonti al impact ol reoent lechnology in today's aocist».
2. Maintain computers in the USG office
National, Ststs, and Community:
1. Serve as a delegate from BGSU 10 the Ohio
Sudani Association.
2. Work closely with city offwal■.
3. Plan voter registration
Non-TraeH lona I Studsnt Uason:
1. Coordinator ol USG Off-Campus Commines
2. Ssrvs as a link Between USG end NonTraditional Student Association.
Studsnt Wa If are Coordinator:
1. Coordinate programs to enhance tie
awareness ol si aspects ol student welfare
2. Work wiffi University officials lo ensure policies sis In ths best interest ol trie students.
Used line Is Wsd. Dec. 13 by 5:00PM
Applications available in 14 College Park
Or 404 Student Services

Any ?rs please can 2-8116
USG-USG'USG

HELP' I have family coming from Colorado for
graduatonl WH pay lor tickets I Contact Chrisens at 372-5608.
Must have a subMassrl
Apt. doss lo campus, low rant.
All util. mduded except gas
Great roommate. Contact Jason
353-4014.
Need 1 Grad. ticket
real good
Call Jeff 354-5015
Need graduation tickets
Will Pay I
Call Jerry at 372-7721
NEED ONE FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR
SPRING SEMESTER CLOSE TO CAMPUS
LOW RENT. CALL HE I01352-8611
NEEDED
One Fsmsls Sublease* for Spring Semesier,
Columbis Court Apts. Close D campus. 3 grsst

roommates. CaH soon 353-6166
•1 Awaaoma Spring Break Bahamas Parly
CruisslEarty Specials 7 Days (2781 Induces
15 Msals s 6 Panes Prices Increase 12/151
Spring Break Travel 1-600-67X388.
#1 Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials1 i*:%Lowost Price Guaranieel 7
Nights Air from Columbus A howl $3MI Book
Earlyl Spnng Break Travel 1-800-878-6386.

~~
KA Alpha Phi KA Alpha Phi
To the Ladies of Alpha Phi,
Thank you for slowing us to share 1 angled In
ths Tinsel'. Our first dais psny will always be
remembered.
Love.
The Gentlemen of Kappa Alpha
Loet 82 lbs.
Don't Gain Weight- Gain Contra!
lOOHGuaranteed, 100% Natural
VC. DIS. MC Healthy Way 867-9907

ffi Awesome Spring Breakl Panama Cityl
Early Speoais 6 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen S12SI Walk To Besi Baral Key West
S250I Cocoa Beach Hiion $isgi Prices increase 1V21 A12/1511-800-678 6386.

Win A New Car And A Trip To Daytonatl
Don't forget to play Papa John's
Rubbin'. Racm'. WWinin' Game
Game pieces on every box top
Call 383-PAPA NOW
With finals on Christmas Eva, whsn will you
hsvs time lo shop?
WINTER MAGIC'95
TNs Tussdsy through Thursday from 10-8pm
Lsnhardt Grsnd Ballroom
Purchass Holiday gifts tor your frisnds, fsmily.
A pets.
sponsorsd by UAO 2-2343

MINORITY STUDENTS:
WsNssdYOUII
for PAID Summer Minority Internahlpa
Bring your RESUME NOW
(or got ths FREE reeurns disk)
TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
310 Studsnt Sen/Ices 2-2451
Interviews EA RLY next Semester!

Attention Students:
It you hsvs found s |ob
relsted lo your Major
COME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
310 Student Services
torsglstsrtora
FREE transcript notation.
2-2451 tor details.

WANTED

NEED A HOUSE SITTER?
ATTENTiON"! All students who purchased
environmentally conscious T-shirts Irom Mortar Board m late October can pick them up
Wednesday. December 13 from 12-4pm on the
second lloor ot rhe Math Science Bldg.
BGSU Mom. Dad. Grandma. Grandpa
Sister, and Brother...Sweatshirts
Collegiate Connection, 531 Ridge
352-8333
BGSU Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, Sister,
and Brother. .Sweatshirts.
Collegiate Connection, 531 Ridge.
352-8333.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES - DAILY SMORGASBOARD
Mon. - Fri. 11 am - 4pm $3.98
4pm -10pm 14.99
Sat. - Sun. 11am - 10pm S4.99
•All the pizza, soup, and salad you can eat'
Candlelighl Mass
An Advent celebration
of hope and lightll
Ballroom Dec. 17 at 8:00pm
Allarewelcomel

Money Orders

.39 each
Packages Plus 352-1693
Need Oradustton Tlck.nl
$$W,:iPa,$$
Call Tnda: 372-1509
New Stuffed Breadaticks at CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Sufi your breadsbcks with your favorite ptoa
items $3.25 full order . (1 00 per item $225
1/2 order * $.80 per item.
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential A Caring.
354-4673 B G Pregnancy Center
Scholarship Money to Study Abroad
Applications an) now available for ths 1996-97
study abroad scholarship competition. Pick up
your proposal form In Bis Center for International Programs, 1108 Oftenhsuer Wesl. The
deadline is January 29. 1998. For more Infermation call 372-0309.

Toledo company seeking
ACCOUNTANTS for January
through June lull-time Co-Op
Peya$16S0Ymo.
Musi hsvs 3.0. GPA
Winworkintaxea.
Apply w/ resums - 310 SS Bkfg
2-2451 lor details

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall • 354-1614
FREE BEER •» FREE BEER —
Now that I have your attention:
I need two graduation tcketslll
please call Zach© 372-4155

USG • USS' USG
Get Involvedl
At-Large Position Available'
Any student can appfyl
Deadline is Wed, Dec. 13 by 5:00PM
Applications available In
14 Col lego Park or 404 Student Services
You can make a diflerencel
USG ' USG * USG

FREE FINANCIAL MM
Over $6 Billion
In public and private sector grants & scholarships is now available. AN students are eligible regardless ol grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services:
1 -800-263-8495 exL F55443

Preferred Properties
530 8. MwlB - 862-8378

Elf, 1 OP 2 bedroom •
tarnished OP unfurnished.

leasing
for
96-97

SMULBUUMGS

1 or 2 subieasers needed for spring semester.
Close to campus. Call Janice @ 352-3488.
1 -2 Subieasers for spring semester
2 bdrm, furnished apt. Close to campus. 1250.
For the ons bedroom. Will share apL with one
female. I will pay first month rent. Call
352-2874.
2 Female Subieasers needed
Spring Semester
Large, apt. Close to campus • Furnished
Call 352-7547 il interested

(All residents have lull use ol
Cheuywood Health Spa - Indoor
pool & whirlpool, exercise
equipment taming available!)

#

CJBP*

Needed: Graduation Tickets.
Will pay money!
Please csll Karen © 353-611S.
Psrsnts divorced- acting liks child ran.
I need two graduation tickets.
Wl pay 850
Call Nick @ 352-3525.
PLEASE HELPl NEED FEMALE SUBLEASER
FOR SPRING 95. ONLY 16S/MONTH.
CLOSE TOCAMPUS A BARS. WILL PAY 1ST
MONTH'S RENTI CALL 353-6727 ASK FOR
DIANA.
Sublease our 5 bdrm. house
Avail, immediately ol 8/96.
Rom negotiabls Call 354-2111
Subleaser for Spring '98
Private room A bath with private entrance
Nice, quiet, and comfortable
Lpcat.d dose to campus: across from Harshman. 8285/mo, including ubl.

Contact Kim at 353 9199 or Tom st 352-5455
Subleaser Needed
Spring Semester, male or female • 2 bdrm apt.
Call Robert: 353-3610.
Subleaser needed lor Spring. 2 Bdrm. apt.,
dose to csmpus, free cable, furnished, rent
8163 • eioc Call Ricardo 354-6176 tor info
Waitresses to sell candid snapshots
in local bars A restaurants.
Fun job, great pay. Call 419-868-2144.
Wanted 1 graduation ticket
Will pay cash Lon 354-6812
Wanted Subleaser.
Efflcency Api. Downtown BG
1295 ♦ uftl. Call Chuck 35480M

2 Spring Subieasers
Male or Female.
Call 353-9180

Wanted: 1 lemale, prefer non-tmoklng. to
share apt. with 2 other females. WIN have own
room Leas* Ifom Dec. - May. $187.50 par
person, furnished, carpeted sec deposit raq.
(8187.50), A/C, Off street parking, laundry,
diswasher, 1 bath, max. 4 persons. Call anytime 354-4326, leave messags.

2 subieasers needed lor Spring. Furnished,
very dose ID campus. Pay electric only. Call
354-8818.

Will pay for aura graduation tickets. Please call
Tom 353 2928. Leave message.

Childcare in our Perrysburg home for three
pre-school boys. Primary need is alternating
Fridays and Saturdays. Also, two weekday
mornings available if your schedule permits.
Please call (419) 874-1958 lor further details

Will trade Applause guitar, hard shell case, and
email amp tor good ussd Mac computer. Can
Randy Norria at 354-8301.

Female Subfsassr needed immediately for
spring semester Own room and bath. Close to
campus. Cat 353-6129.

HELP WANTED

Female sublesssr needed. Jan-May "96
FREE RENT April and Mayl Close to campus i
OWN ROOM! CaJI Suianno ASAPI354-8176.
Female Sublessor Needed
For Spnng semester. Columbia Courts
•165.00 par month * utilities. Own bedroom.
Call 353-4627.
Four fun females need ons subleases for
Spring. Columbia CIS. S170/mo. Air conditioned. Your own private phone linel Please
cat 353-0276.
HELPMEI
I'M GRADUATING AND NEED A MALE SUBLEASER FOR SPRING. $165 MO. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS AND BARS. I WILL PAY 1ST
MONTH'S RENT CALL 353-6727.

Management Inc.
Huge 2 bdrm. NEW NEW NEW,
Washer/Dryer Hook-ups.
600/mo. Available Jan. 12th,
1996. Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

(419)353-5800

1 Bdrms available for spring
semester. Starts 390. Located
on Poe Rd. & Fourth St.
Call 353-5800

Earn cash stuffing envelopes st home. All matenals provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Oaths, KS 68051.
Energetic, creative, dependable loving child
care needed for a I yr. old. Please call
352-3961 and leave your name, number and
ths times available. Looking lor full time help
butwiM consider lull days.
Help wanted over Christmas break. Office
cleaning evenings. 12-15 hra. per week. Call
352-5822.
Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are manly assembly of small pans.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your schod
schedule. Only ons block olf BGSU campus.
south ol Wooster Street, so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate ol pay is $4.25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application term. Advanced Speciality
Products, Inc. 428 Clough St. BG, OH 43402

FOR RENT
"WANTED"
1-2 female subieasers lor Spring Semester
Roomy, furnished apt dose to campus. Great
friendly roommates! Call anynme 354-5807.
2 bdrm apt $345/mo. avail Christmas.
Call 3526864
2 bdrm. rum. apl. avail.
Dec. 2.724 6th Si New carpeti
Call 354-0914 for datailsl
2 or 3 bdrm. ranch for rent 612 7th Street
$695/mo. . uW. 1 bath, wstvdry. Nice garden
Call 474-5344 btwn 9-5 M-F
Apt. avail, immed. 1-2 F. $i8i.25/mo. 3
bdrms., 2 baths, Subls. until 5/96 Comfy.
roomy (urn. effic. 5 people max. Close B campus, walk, distance. Columbia Cts 352-8740.
CLEAN. COZY APT.
Close to campus. Female non-smoker needed.
Spr. asm. $162.50ffno. 352-3426.

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Seasonal A fulltime employment available al National Parks.
Forests A w-idiiie Preserves. Benefits t bonuses! Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext. N55443.

Do you need a quiet, clean place? Small security and short term leases. Charing Cross apts.
Call 3520590.

Non-smoking babysitter in my BG home.
Am only. Must have car.
Call 352-0298

Duplex rentals $650 00-$750 00
Leases avail for Jan., May, & Aug.
Call 352-7760 btwn. 5-6pm M-F
Leave name. Ph e. & starting date lor lease

Our Arm is looking for individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $8,000 10 $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs. Columbus, Akron, Canton, and
more. Call 1-800-887-1960.
Papa John's
Now hiring Drivers A Inside help.
Excellent pay. Stop in @ 826 S. Main.
Summer Business. Are you an entrepranuer?
Great opportunity with low start up cost Management training. Earn up to $600/week. Vehide required. Be a leader. Call Greenland Nit
galonal 1-800-361-4074.
Summer Jobs: Cabin Counselors, House
Sistt/D»ector, Waierfront Ststf/Director, Outpost Counselor a, Teen Program Leaders.
YMCA Camp Wilson. Bsllelontaine, OH
1-800-4230427.
The BG News is now accepting appeal on s
for Account Executives tor 1998-1997
GAIN VALUABLE SALES AND
MARKETING EXPERIENCE
Must be:
Assertive
Organized
Outgoing
Personable
Work 20 hrs. per week.
Must have own car and
be able to make 1 yr. commitment
II you think you have
what it lakes to succeed:
Call Colleen 372-2606 lor details.

Female subleaser needed. 2 bdrm. apt. close
to campua. $200/mo. Please call
419-644-4111
Grad Studenta
3 bdrm. house 1 block Irom campus avail, in
May. 12 mo. lease. $850 • util. Call 352-6847
GRAD STUDENTS
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
3 person houses
Some available with A/C. dishwasher, disposal, and two car garages.
2 units available new, others in May and August
Call 353-1731
HOUSES A APTS FOR FALL OF '96
Office 316 E Merry. Apt. 3:353-0325
Also, well mail listing
One apt. lor Spring of '96 available
Houses and Duplexes for '96- 9 7
school year. 12 month leases only.
Starting in May. Steve Smith
352-8917. (No calls alter 9 00pm)
Houses, 1 A 2 Bedroom Furnished apts. 1
year, 9 mo., and summer leases. Call
352-7454.
Male subleaser needed. $i90/mo. Ownrooml
Sp'it electric and phone. Call 354-7030.
Need to sublease my apL from Jan. 1, '960 Aug. 1, '96. Grad student preferred. 1 bdrm.
352-9597. Michelle.
NEEDED ONE SUBLEASER FOR SPRING

WANTED' A strong male to assist with tie
Intercollegiate gymnastics team as spottor and
pass Die manager. Gymnastics experience desired, must be wifling to learn spotting techniques. Contact Dr. Charles Simpson, Women's Gymnastic Coach. 109 Eppler Center,
2-6923.

FOR SALE

'96
OWN ROOM, CABLE, LOW UTILITIES,
FREE PARKING, CLOSE TOCAMPUS
822 SECOND ST. 353-2177
Now renting for Summer 1996 + School year
1996-97.2,1 bdrm apts. Good location. Conscientious mgmt. 287-4926 day or 287-4151
eves.
One Bedroom apt. near campus available
immediately for now A spring
semester. Call 352-1520

19.5' Gary Fisher Mon tare
Maroon. Great condition. Rock Shox
X-Ray Grip shift. It $600. Call 353-2411.

Spaoous two bdrm. duplex, one block from
campus. For rent 525 N. Enterprise Apt. A.
Call 352-2433 free cable included.

1962 Nissan Maxima. All power.
Runs exceii Asking $1500. OBO

Call 352-6864

The OBSIDIAN NEEDS Youl

1987 Toyota Corolla Dlx
4 dr., 5 speed, air, excellent cond.
(1900. Call A leave message @ 352-5235.

Gain valuable sales experiencs
By selling ads in the
Obsidlanl
Start next semester.
Greet resume builderl

Call CoUeen # 372-2606 or
S«..«iaha372-2440fordoiailsl
$1750 weekly possible mailing our drculars.
For infocal 301-306-1207.
$UJM0/YR INCOME potsntlsl, Reading
books, Tol Free (1) 800-898-9778 ext. R-2076
for details.

(419)353-5800

HWessBleMM
BRCHH000 PUCE
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

EXCELLENT REFERENCES
Call 352 2183

St. Thomas More
Candlelight Advent Celebration
Sunday, Dec, 17
8:00pm. Ballroom

Double Prints
Free Everyday
Packages Plus 352-1693

HOUSES
FOX RUN
PBJMONT
MM MALL

Young professional couple
interests d in house silling tor
the entire 1996-97 school year
or part of. Ws are vary rssponsibis
and would gladly take cars ol
psts or any other extras

Needed 1 female sublessor lor Spring semes
tar, dose to csmpus, tow rant. Csll 353-0250

Desk derks needed at local motel for weekend
positions. Mdrsght - 8, 8 to 4, Must be able to
start immediately A work through break (rooming avail). Buckeye Budgei Motor Inn
352-1520.

50 GYMNASTICS POSITIONS- Coaching/Program Directing in prestigious children's
summer camps in NY, PA, and New England.
Be available 6/18-8/18. Top (acuities. Frsa
room, board, travel Top salaries Call Arlens:
1-800-4436428: 516-433-8033. Choose from
over30carnpsl
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND. Choose Irom over
30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis, Baseball. Hockey, Rollerblading. Soccer. LaCrosss,
Softball, Volleyball. Basketball, PE Majors.
Gymnasbcs, Riding, Lifeguard, WSI. Water-skiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness Archery,
Mountain Biking, Pioneering. Rockdimbing,
Ropes, Dance. Piano Accompanlast, Dramatics, Ceramics, Stained Glass, Jewelry.
Wood-Working, Photography, Radio. Nature.
RN'e. Chefs, Food Service. Call Ariene:
1 800-4436428:516-433-8033.

Bargain! For sale: Large, 5 bedroom house on
one 1/2 acre lot in Custar, Ohio. Call
419-669-3602.
Moving sale. All must go. Couch, chairs, entertainment center, microwave, dishes, and more.
Call 3154-6708
MUST SELL
MacGregor RPM11 piece golf set
induding puller and bag
Original $430
Asking $150 OBO
Call John al 372-4645 (evenings)
or leave message

MUST SELL
Dorm Size Refrigerator, exdlent cond.
$40 OBO
Call 372-3435.

NEE DA CAMERA FOR
PHOTOGRAPHY?
35mm Minolta X-570 Camera
ff 180.00 Comes w/carrying case and extra

SPJU9{G 'B'XgJL'K '96
manmmm + CUTIUU •*• turn
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mmmmm
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Free Parties &
Free Food!!
1-800-SURF'S UP
STUDENT EXPRESS, INC.

CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF

lens call 353-0069 or leave message.
Odsmobile Cutlass Supreme.
Grey. V6, Very dependable A dean

C.C. 56.000miles.
$3500 O.B.O. Call Tom @ 353-2928.
On Skis for sale sizs 190., marker bindings,
$80 or best offer ca 353-9193

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000Wmonih working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour compsniee. World travel. Seasonal
A M-time smploymsni available. No expenence necessary. For more information can
1 -208-634-0488 ext. C55443

^

Recycling Totals are down this year—We Need Your Help 1
We strongly encourage you to recycle at BGSU.

Please help those
who are less
fortunate.

Recycling:
•conserves natural resources
•saves energy
•gives students at this University jobs, and
•helps make the environment a better place.

BGSU R#cyc||ng 372.8M9

Recycling stations can be found throughout the campus for everyone's convenience. We try to provide
a quality service as all the students here contribute funds for the recycling program^ operation. Recycling is easy to do and we can help you with any questions or concerns that you may have by calling
our office. Please help us bring our totals up and surpass last year's record.

O
i

Think before you throw—Recycle.

O

Bring in canned or
boxed food to the
radioactive food drive.
Boxes are in the union
Residence Halls and
UAO office!

Today is the last day to
show how much you
care!

•

■

Students
spend
$13 miUioii
monthly

